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EWS WINS MEDALIST IN COLUMBIA PRESS CONTEST
1

Stars His Hobby

UniqueTroupe
tReturns Here

Glenn E. Coler '37 died in the
Charleston hospital last Sunday
morning, March 14, at 6 o'clock. Mr.
Ooler's d-eath was the result of an
attack of pneumonia contracted
Wedn-esday of last week.
Mr. Goler WM a transfer student
from Northern Illinois State T-eachers College at DeKa1b, h aving enrolled at Eastern in September. He
was prominent in Players and had
just completed his pledgeship in Phi
Sigma Epsilon fraternity. Honorary
initiation oeremonies were held in
his h onor Sunday afternoon. A pin,
signifying official memb-ership in
the organization, will be presented
to his mother, Mrs. Edna Coler.
Funeral services will b-e held in
the Coler residence at Mokena, Illinois, Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock.
The funeral procession left Charleston early Monday morning for his
home in Mokena. The local Delta
chapter of Phi Sigma Epsilon will
h ave charge of burial rites in his
honor. Reverend William E. Skadden, former student -a nd pastor of
the Baptist church in Charleston,
will officiate.
Mr. Coler gained many friends
among both the student 'body and
faculty at Eastern ·

Will Present Modern Version of
the Ballet; Bl"eaks Ru!es Requiring Majority of Women.

EARNS WIDE ACCLAIM
Ted Shawn and his ensemble of men
dancers will appear in the auditorium

Scores further Triumph with
All-Columbian Staff Ranking
·------~------~-------- ----.

Pilots Winner

IRates

OCTAVE ALSO WINS
Regaining top laurels first won in
1935 under Editor Alexander Summers,
the News received medalist honors in

Monday evening, March 22, at 8:00 1
·
Math Head Edson H. Taylor
o'clock under the auspices
of th e En tertainment Course headed by Dr. Q.
G. Burris. Shawn and his group apT
/
peared here during the spring quarter
T • .l
0
l
in 1935.
T
t lJ
'
.l
The ensemble has won wide acclaim
in England, Canada and the United
News Adviser Franklyn L. Andrews
States as something definitely new and
By Reba. GoldsiDI'th
different. It is advertised as the only
· th'IS coun t r y ·
"Astronomy is one of the oldest of
group of male dancers m
Shawn is celebrated as a dancer and sciences; yet in its present form one of
dance director who has broken aw_ay 1 the most modern," says Dr. E. H. Tayfrom the conventional formula reqmr- lor head of the mathematics departing all or a large majority of women m~nt, who will deliver a cultural surin a dance group.
.
vey lecture next Thursday on the subFourth against thirty colleges that's the record E. I. debate teams
The program will cover .a w1de range ject "The Universe we Live In."
of . subjects
the gap
from Itthe
. .
t' 0bridging
modern
mode
is
Dr. Taylor has devoted more attenmade in the biggest debate tournament
pnm1tlve
the
·
·
up ent1re1y of dances created
by twn
and st u d Y t 0 as t ronomy th an any
held in the United States at North
~ad~n· many of them have been set other person at E. I. About it ~e ~ys, ~1!---------------~'-l Manchester, Indiana, February 26 and
t mu~ic by the piano accompanist, "The theories have been revolutwm~ed
27. Wheaton and DeKalb tied for
J~ss Meeker.
ih the last fifty years by the i~ventwn
YY l
first and second, Wabash took third,
The evening's entertainment will and improvement of new machmes .for
, TL
r_• •
' while Eastern, with her 16 victories in
en with an interpretation of primi- observing and measurng astronomical
.l
24 battles, took fourth.
0P
tive rhythms. These include Indian, phenomena."
Says Dr. J. Glenn Ross, debate
"I intend to give just ~ general surSinhalese and Maori dances. Next
An Easter oratorio, "The Crucifixcoach,
"This is- the first year Charlesfollows "Kinetic Malpoi," a suite of vey of what astronomy IS about, and ion," by John Staner, will be pr-esented
ton has been invited to Manchester's
(Continued on Page 10)
by a mixed chorus of college and big six-state invitational, and we are
(Continued on Page 10)
townspeop~e in the auditorium at 8 proud of our record. Most important
o'clock p. m. on Palm Sunday, March colleges from Indiana, Michigan, Ohio,
21, under the direction of Mr. Lloyd F . Wisconsin, Illinois, and Kentucky sent
Sunderman, music department head. speakers. It is interesting to note that
One of th-e features of the program will of the first four winners, three schools
be the baritone soloist Bruce Foote and are from Illinois."
Grace Kortum and Reba Goldsmith,
Eastern's debaters tied with Normal I first place with 7 dec.isions an~ ?eKalb the tenor LeRoy Hamp from the University of Illinois music faculty.
for second place honors among the won second place With 6 deCisiOns.
women's affirmative team, made the
The choir will consist of 55 members best record of t he E. I. teams, with five
colleges having both men and women Norma.l, Wheaton Win Both Divisions
representatives in the Illinois IntercolAt the tournament luncheon Satu~ picked from the Men's double quartet, out of six favorable decisions. Betty
legiate Debat e League Tournament day noon, Dr. F. L. D. Holmes, presi- the Women's Glee club and musically Rice and Juanita Brown, women's
held at Bradley Polytechnic Institute dent of the League, presented the inclined Charlestonites. The latter negative, broke even with three out of
at Peoria last Friday and Saturday. championship trophies to the Normal compose only 10 per cent of the per- six. Both men's teams, James Rice
Eastern and Normal each won eleven and Wheaton teams, winners of the sonnel this year. This group presents and Glenn Sunderman, affirmative;
out of sixteen debates. Wheaton was women's and men's divisions respec- what is considered one of the four best Lloyd Kincaid and Charles Poston,
first with twelve wins.
tively. Afte:r;, the luncheon, plans were Good Friday oratorios ever written. The negative, took four, out of six.
- - - E : I S T·c - - made for next year's tournament at a entertainment is open to the public
Each College Meets 8 'Opponents
meeting of the officers and members of without admission charge.
Roy Wilson Advances
In each division the schedule re- the Debate League. Drs. F. L. D.
The oratorio is, however, no more
quired each college to meet 8 colleges; Holmes and J. Glenn Ross were re- than the aria for a spring full of music
In Printing Industry
4 by affirmative team and 4 by the elected president and secretary-trea- activity for Mr. Sunderman. The stunegative team. James Rice and Glenn surer, respectively. It was voted to dent body here was introduced to the
Roy Wilson, former editor of the
Sunderman, the only Eastern team that use the "Pi Kappa Delta Question" Women's Symphonic choir (as the Glee News, who has been employed lby the
debated in the tournament last year, next year. Again the men and weHartman-Jeffer,son Printing company
<Continued on Page 10)
repeated their performance of last men will debate the same question.
of Springfield since gr:aduation, reyear of winning all of their 4 debates.
ceived an importa,.nt promotion when
The women's affirmative team, Reba
.t hat company mergea with five other
Goldsmith and Grace Kortum, won
IOD 1 publishing establishments recently. He
three debates.
is now assistant editor, whereas his
The women's negative team, Betty I. E.
former title was .assistant managing
Rice and Juanita Brown and the men's
-editor. Mr. Wilson does most of the
negative team, Lloyd Kincaid and
work of editing the two publications of
Charles Poston, won two debates each.
his company, the Na.tionaJ. Printers'
The affirmative teams had the best
J ournal and Printing Industry.
of the argument throughout the tournThe Hartman- J efferson company,
ament. There were 78 affirmatve dewhich prints the WarbJ.er for Eastern,
cisions against 50 negative decisions.
is known since the merger as the Williamson Printing and Publishing comEastern Men Ra.nk Fourth
pany.
In the men's division, in which 18
---E:ISTC:--colleges competed, Eastern ranked
fourth with 6 decisions; while WheatSummer Bulletins
on, St. Viator, and Eureaka tied for
Are Now Available
first place with 7 decisions for each
coll ege. The championship was decidThe summer bulletins for the col-,
ed by having a triangular debate
lege are printed, and a limited supply
meeting among those three · colleges.
is ready for distribution to those who
First, second, and third places being
expect to enroll for the eight weeks
finally awarded to Wheaton,
St.
summer term. These bulletins inViator, and Eureka respectively.
clude a description of the summer
In the Women's division, in which
courses and a schedule of classes and
14 colleges were represented, Eastern
instructors.
They are available in the
tied for third p~ace along with WheatAbove is a picture of the world's only and his ensemble, in "Dance of the
main office.
on, Greenville, and Monmouth; each
all male troupe of dancers, Ted Shawn Dynamo."
college won 5 debates. Normal won
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Debate Teams Place High in All-State
Speech Tournament at Bradley Tech

Shawn Gives Powerful I n t erpret a t .

I

With Three Highest in
Nation-Wide Contest lncludmg 950 Schools.

I

!Eastern Debaters
Rate Fourth Place

the annual Columbia Press association contest, results of which were ann ounced last Thursday at the New
York press conventhm.
This honor, which came to but two
other schools of education of the na~
tion, is the highest bestowed by Columbia.. On the west coast the Jwtior
Collegian of Los Angeles Junior College was awarded medalist and on the
east coast the Trenton State Signal
won the same honor. The Normal
Vidette, with a second class rating,
and the Carbondale Egyptian, with
third class rating, were the only other
illino-is colleg·es t o place.
Creative Writing Wins All-Columbian
Another honor received by the News,
which may be considered almost as
great, was another place on the
mythical All-Columbian staff, in recognition of individual excellence in
creative writing. The All-Columbian
staff, which Joseph T. Murphy, director of the school press organization .
likened to the All-American football
team, selected by a, committee of
thirty teacher-advisers, who placed the
63 winners from the 950 papers entered on nine staffs. The All-Columbian
staff is, of course, the highest of these.
There are seven branches of journalism in which a paper may win such
a place-typography, headlines, news
stories, editorials, sports stories, feature
stories and creative writing.
The
Junior Collegiait won first place with
typography and the State Signa.l with
news stories.
The All-Columbian awards were
given for the first time last year.
Octave Ra.tes First Place
The Octave, mimeographed Training
School publication here, is another
Eastern winner, getting first place
ranking in its division. Advised by
Miss Bernice BankEon, fifth grade
critic, it entered competition for the
first time this year.
Awards are made in five classes medalist, first, second, third and
foul'th-to the most meritorious of
about 950 newspapers and magazines
published in primary and secondary
schools and teachers colleges of the
country and entered in the contest,
which is directed by Joseph M. Murphy of Columbia.
The Trenton State Signal, a fourpage semi-monthly publication, wins
medalist for the second successive
year. The Junior Collegian, generally
regarded aB tops among teachers college publications, was with the News
last year in first class. The News was,
however, awarded All-Columbian for
its creative literary work other than
feature articles last year.
News Has Won 16 First Places
The News , for the last seven years
a leader in its field, now h as a total
of sixte-en first places in various contests, including the National Scholastic
and Illinois Press association contests.
The a ward won laBt week is the second
medalist. Franklyn L. Ancl.rews has
been adviser throughout this period,
and the Courier PUblishing company
has b-een printer.
Co-editors this year are Stanley
Elam and Walton Morris. Don Cavins
is business manager, Florence Cottingham associate editor, and Glen
Cooper, art and publicity editor,
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Publications Board Names 1937 Heads Quartermasters,
Assistants Talk
•

Lincoln Sound System
Receives High Rating

At Rotary Meet

R eno Bianchi, Lincoln Theatre manager, has just received word that the
.
Western Electric sound
The quartermasters and ·a ssistants system in his Charlesof the Fidelis, Phi Sigma Epsilon and I t on theat re has been
Panther Lair dining services spoke be- ~ giv·en a 98% rat ing by
News Will Have Editor-in-Chief
fore the Rotary club of Charleston on the Western Electric
Instead of Dual Heads. Kelly
Mar·ch 2, at a noonday luncheon held Engineer . This rating
in the Rotary rooms above the East is one of the highest it
Serves on Warbler Staff Again.
s. Elam
J . Rice
J. Kelly
R. Goldsmith
Side Cafe .
is possible to receive.
Mr. Bianchi is a forAt a
Publications
Those pictured above will head pub- R eba Goldsmith, News reporter, heads
W:;tyne Neal, Lair dining head. spoke
board Tuesday, February 16, Stanley l lications next year. Stanley Elam, the '38 Warbler. Joe Kelly will act as on the h:i.sotory of the co-operative din- mer EI student . While
Elam and Reba Goldsmith were named .News co- editor, will be editor-in- chief. Warbler business manager for a second ing services at Eastern. John Lewis, in college he was a
Reno Bianchi
editorial heads of the News and War- Jim Rice will act as business manager. y€ar.
Fidelis quartermaster, spoke on the fr·e quent contributor to
bler, respectively, for the year 1937-'38. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - financial setup of the co-ops. .J im t he columns of th e News, and was
James Rice was chosen News business
Rice, assistant quartermaster of the quite a ct ive in the Players group, Phi
manager and Joe Kelly was re-apPhi Sigma Epsilon group, spoke on the Sigma Epsilon fraternity, and Sigma
pointed Warbler business manager.
social aspect of the organizations. Ar- Delta.
- - - E I S T c : - -low Julian, assistant to Lewis, spoke
Mr. Elam will serve as editor-inon the mechanics of the Fidelis system. NOTICE SOPHS, JUNIORS!
chief next year, having been co-editor
Junior MoHenry discussed ·t he health
with Walton Morris this year. Miss
By Sam Taylor
I
aspect of co-operative dining.
Goldsmith will be a sophomore when
"Next year I am going to do my best
Candidates for graduation in
Mr. Lewis explained the fine system
she takes over the work of producing to eliminate the "B" team from the
June, 1938, should fill out a
the annual from her predecessor, Aline
inaugurated in the Fidelis system this
program blank for 1937 ~38 and
Claar. Her chief expE'rience has been basketball squad," said Coach Gilbert
quarter in which each man is fined ten
return the same to the Dean's
. - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - I 'Ted" C~rson in an informal interoent~ for deficient work.
Mr. Neal
office not later than April 1.
yiew
held
at
the
Little
Campus
some
explained
the
contest
held
at
the Pan~
1937. The st udents in college
There will be an organization
time ago. He went on to say, "The
ther Lair during the fall quarter. The
a.t the present who should fill
meeting of the spring quarter -,.;ews !
reason I make such a statement is that
men were divided into two teams, of~
out the blank are all juniors in
staff immediately after chapel this
I believe we could use the money we
fering competition for efficiency, a din ~
colleg·e and high school, and the
morning in a room designated in
now spend on "B"' team trips to a
ner being given t he winning group.
sophomores in the two-year elea chapel announcement. All jourbetter advantage. Almost $300 is spent
---EISTC--mentary curriculum.
naiism students interes~ed in conannually on "B" team trips. By putBETTY
GREATHOUSE
GETS
• -Dean F. A. Beu.
tinuing work for the News,. as"t well
t·mg· th"1s money 1n
.
th e 1n
. t ramura1
d
POSITION
IN
MATIOON
as veteran reporters, are InVI e .
f und , wor thw h"l
1 e awar ds could b e
given. This would promote intramuBetty Greathouse '40 left school at
. the editing of the top-ranking Robin- l'al enthusiasm, and at the same time
th e end of the quarter to fill a posison high paper, News-'n-Everything, I could be devoting more time toward
tion with the Singer Sewing Machine
Coa.ch Gilbert (Ted) Carson
and :1 great deal of feature writmg developing the first string men."
company
a t Mattoon. Her work will be
and general reporting for the News
After p ausing a few seconds to sip
the demonstration of the machine and
this year·
his coffee, he continued, "I will carry
appliances.
James Rice will add the manage- about 15 men on the varsity squad, and
EIST
ment of the News to his duties as in all pobability, most of these reiJust
as
natural
as the Easter bunny
quartermaster of the Phi Sigma Ep- lows will be either freshmen or sophoor
colored
eggs,
you
must have plenty i
silon dining service in '36-'37. He has mores. I say either freshmen or sophUnit 15, or the "Heather Angels," en- of flowers to brighten up the Easter
been assisting Don Cavins, who now omores because I want to give these
holds that office for the News, in prep- lower classmen a lot of needed experi- joyed a combination supper at the home. See that your friends are not
Made to look like new
aration for undertaking the work ence and build them up for the com- home of Eliza!beth Widger, at 5:30 disappointed by phoning 39 your order.
-Carroll-Florist.
Monday evening, March 8.
next year.
ing seasons' games."
·
by experts.
Units
10,
14,
and
16
held
a
joint
At the boa1·d meeting it was reAgain he paused. This time long
solved, after some discussion, to ap- enough to light a cigarette and think meeting at t he home of Ruth Foltz,
point a News publicity board of four over a question put to him by the in- Thursday evening, March 11. Miss
East Side Squ::tre
persons headed by a chairman, Rob- terviewer. The question was: "How Elizabeth Michael talked informally on
the subject of travel, and told briefly
ert Gibson, who will also be officially will the intramura.ls be run?"
BYRON B. MILLER
designated as associate editor. The
He answered slowly, "Well, I think of her various trips to Europe. A gen610 6th St.
duties of this committee have not as each man who wants to take practice eral discussion of travelling followed.
A Full Line of Seat Covers
yet been clearly defined, but it is ex- I teaching in physical education should
Unit 1 met at 8 o'clock Thursday,
pected that the board will pursue not coach and manage an · intramural March 11. Thoe evening was spent in
only a wider publicity policy than has team. Then, when the intramural sea- playing bridge, pinochle, .and dancing.
ever before been attempted by the son is over, they would have a pretty Refreshments carried out the St. Patpaper, but also do general reporting fair idea of how to run a team."
rick theme.
and make suggestions for its improveThus the interview ended, but not
ment. The members other than Gib- · without a last minute statement, full
R. H. BR.UMLEVE, Prop.
son are John Farrar, John MacGregor of warning: "I sincerely believe in the
and Marvin Upton. Farrar was also aforementioned ideas, but don't print
Up-to~Date
re-appointed sports editor.
them until Mr. Lantz and I talk them j
BARBER
Minnetta Phelps, a freshman whose over!" Since then his "off-the-rec6th & ADAMS
5th St. Entrance-Lawes Hotel
PHONE 284
artistic tastes are wen· known, was ord" remarks have been authorized
named staff artist for the coming for publication.
- - - E ISTc - - year, to give full time to the work now
done by Publicity Director Glen coop- ROTHSCHILDS, ENTERTAIN
er.
WITH BUFFET SUPPER
Other staff members will be appointed later by the editor- in-chief. It
Dr. and Mrs. G. B. Dudley, Dr. and 1
is expected that Beulah Midgett, who Mrs. R. G. Buzzard. Mr. and Mrs. F.
has ably taken care of social news this M. Gracey, Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin
A FULL LINE OF SCHOOL
We Carry a Complete Line of
year, wm continue in that capacity. W eir, Misses Anabel Johnson, Annie
School Supplies
ElsT
Weller, Grace Geddes, Anna H . Morse.\
SUPPLIES and NOTIONS
1 Blanche Thomas, Ruth Carman and
Mary J . Booth were guests of Dr. and
4th & Lincoln
Phone 422
Mrs. Donald Rothschild at their home,
-739 Polk street, at a buf.fet supper Sun·
Dr. R. W, Fairchild, president of
Illinois State Normal university, was
a visitor on the campus last Tuesday,
March 9.
Office Phone 43
Res. Phone 1148
Phones: Office, 126; Residence,
He was ·guest speaker before EastWith each $5.00 order for Portra,its
DR. W. B. TYM
ern's faculty at their regular meetLng.
DR.
W.
E.
SUNDERMAN
we are GIVING FREE a
J. A. OLIVE&, M. D.
His topic was "The Relation of the 1
DENTIST
DENTIST
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
beautiful Enlargement.
Teachers College to Teachers and '
Hours: 8 to 12-1 to 5
Charleston National Bank Bldg.
Alumni in the Field."
Charleston National Bank Bldg.
People's Drug Store Bldg.
- -E I STc - -Phones. Office, 476; Residence, 762
Charleston, IlL
Charleston, TIL
Consult the News when planning
F. L. Ryan
Phone 598
your purchases.
DR. WllLLIAM M. SWICKARD
DR. DEAN A. AMBROSE
DR. CLINTON D. SWICKARD
Office Hours 9 :00 to 12:00 a. m. and
OPTOMETRI!C EYE SPECIALIST
Office Hours: 9:00 to 12:00 a.m. and
You Will Find •••••
2:00 to 6:00 p. m. and 7:00
Alexander Bldg.
2:00 t o 6:00p.m. and 7:00 t o 9:00p.m.
to 9:00 p . m.
Phone 340
North Side Square
1
604% Sixth St.
604% JACKSON ST~
and Our Prices Most Reasonable
Telephone 132
Frames Repaired-Lenses Duplicated l --P- h_o_n_e_s_:_ o _ff_i_ce_,__
3o_;_ R_es
_i_d_en_ce
__, _77-0~

Elam, Goldsmith
Are 1937 Editors
meeting~the

I

'Ted' Carson, EI Football, Basketball
Mentor, Plans to Eliminate 'B' Quint

•

Favors lntramurals

lI

.

Spring

Five Units Meet For
Suppers, Talks, Games

I

Gebhart's Stores

~iri~':,E .... . . . . . . . . . . ... .. .

Coats
Cleaned!

Charleston Cleaners

$6 •95

I

CHARLESTON STEAM LAUNDRY

C. C. BREEN

I
L.\

Modern,

A.

Fletcher's Grocery

Dr. Fairchild Speaks
At Faculty Meeting

c.

Laundry Plant

ADKINS

GROCERIES AND MEATS

CORNER TENTH AND LINC,OLN

CHARLESTON PROFESSIONAL CARDS

Easter Special-

ns l
I

The Artcraft Studio

.-----------------------------· -------------------------------··----------------·------------.

Our Groceries of Best Quality
SCHOOL SUPPLIES

'WINK'S'

· -----------------------------·
DR. J . R. ALEXANDER

GROCERY

516% Sixth St.

ONE BLOCK NORTH OF CAMPUS ON SIXTH
d

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
•

The recollection of Q~ality remains
Long after the Price is forgotten

.

85

6th

& R. R.

DR. N. C. IKNAYAN .

DENTIST

Hours by Appointment

Linder Bldg.

Phones: Office, 69; Res. 380
501 Jackson St .

Phones: Office, 387; Res., 1037

1 •.-----------------------~·

DR. IL A. SHAFFER
Corner 6th and Van Buren

Andrews Lumber & Mill Co.
PHONE

Office Hours 9 a . m. to' 9 p. m.
Phones: Office, 218; Res., 160

DR. B. C. TREXLER

Phone:
G. B. DUDLEY, M. D.

Physician and Surgeon
Office Hours: . 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Phone 440

511% Jackson Street

Office and Res. 242

LESLIE T. KENT, M. D.
Linder Bldg.
Monday and Saturday Nlghts

.-------------------------~·-----------~----------------~--------------------~
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League to Sponsor St. Patrick's Dag Tea-Dance
Only Women May
Attend Wednesday

Sweepings
From the
Hall

an- ~

Pemberton Hall Selects New President, \Mrs. J. Glenn Ross Is
Five Council Members for Spring Term Hostess at Luncheon

Mrs. J. Glenn Ross was host ess to a
The new council members of Pem
friends at a one o'clock luncheon,
few
The Women's League will hold
Hall for the spring term were anserved Saturday afternoon at Mrs.
By
other of its strictly feminine tea dances
Noble R ains' home, 1506 Third street.
Mary
nounced, Thursday, March 11, at a
Wednesday evening from four to six in 1
Rankin
Bridge
was in play a,fterwards. Mrs.
house meeting. The new members are
the auditorium. The dance is to be
Harold M. Cavins held high scor e and
given in honor of St. Patrick's Day,
Miss Jo Moulton, who has charge of the
Miss Anabel J ohnson, second high.
Miss Dorthy Armes spent Sunday,
and the only admission requirement
table arrangements; Miss Isabel Smith,
March
7,
in
Chicago
visiting
her
sister,
Mrs. Ross had as her guests: Mrs.
will be that the girls wear green. A
room inspector; Mis.s Juanita Brown
Lois,
who
is
training
at
the
Evanston
J
.
A. Parker, Mrs. C. R. Miller, Mrs.
green and white color scheme is to be
hospital.
H
arold
M. Cavins, Mrs. J ay B. Macand
Miss
Maxine
Harrod,
co-social
used for decorations.
Gregor, Mrs. Paul W. Sloan , Mrs. R.
chairmen; and Miss Mary Rankin,
The dance is being planned by units
G. Buzzard, Mrs. H. F . Heller, Mrs.
Miss Maxine Harrod was the guest news reporter.
14, 15, 16, and 17 of the League; the
Lloyd Sunderman, Mrs. Benjamin Weir,
of
Miss
Mildred
Neudecker
at
her
Miss
Lola
Clapp
was
appointed
to
presidents of these units, Laudy Ingle,
Miss Emma R einhardt, Miss Anabel
Elizabeth Widger, Louise Inman, and home in Nokomis over the term end. take charge of the candy sales.
Johnson and Miss Annie L. Weller.
Miss Betty Jane Ewing succeeded
Ruth Crosby, wD act as hostesses. Jo
- - - E ISTC- - Mr. Ike Wingler, Mr. Glenn Coler, Miss Grace Scheibal as president of
Moulton, Elsie
Thompson,
Eileen
Daugherty, Jean Ragan, Grace Scheib- and Mr. George Zarrett were the din- Pemberton Hall at a house meeting
al, Mary Rogers, H elen Kunze, Ruby ner guests of Miss Peggy Fellis, Miss election on Monday, March 1. Other
Stallings, Wanda Dixon, Ernestine Betty Jane Ewing, and Miss Gwen- officers elected for the spring term
Crooks, Velda Davis, and Pauline Bink- dolyn Oliver at Pem Hall, on Mon- were Miss Helen Bones, vice-president;
Several alumni and former students
Miss Betty Duff, secretary; and Miss
ley will assist. Members of the Council day evening, March 1.
of
Eastern visited in Charleston the
Violet Podesta, treasurer.
of Nine of the Women's League are to
past week-end. Mrs. Rober t B . KinMiss Ruby Busby had as her guest
Miss Ewing served as vice-president
pour.
kead, formerly Miss Marjorie Digby,
---E:ISTC--at Pem H a ll, Monday and Tuesday, of Pem Hall during the fall term. She
and Margar et McCarthy, both of Ch iMarch 8 and 9, Miss Virginia Lee who is also the social chairman of the WoBETTY JANE EWING who succeeds cago, visited their families here.
had just returned from a ten weeks' men's League, a member of the Glee
Donna and Ruth Smith, both now
Grace Scheibal as P em Hall president.
engagement in D enver, Colorado, sing- club, and a member of Players.
teaching
and living in Lovington, were
ing with Frankie Quartell's orchestra.
in Charleston Saturday and Sunday .
Featured by a talk by Dr. Quincy Miss Lee was on her way to Chicago
Edith Ammerman, two year graduate
Guy Burris on Surrealism in modern to study voice and .to continue her
now teaching in the primary grades at
literature, the Writers' club and Sigma singing with Mr. Quartell's orchestra
Annapolis, attended the dance Friday
Tau Delta ho~d their annual open which is now booked in Chicago. Miss
evening.
house tonight in the parlors of Pem- Lee's home is in Ridgefarm.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Sunderman enJack Aust i.n, social science teacher in
be1-ton Hall from 7 :30 to 9:30, accord--T'he .second annua1 St. Patrick's tertained with a bridge party, at eight Pana High School, visited at home over
ing to Eddie Ferguson, Sigma Tau Delt
Miss Betty Jane Ewing had as guests dance was held in t he auditorium lasi~
the week-end.
at her home in Mattoon over the Friday evening, March 12, sponsored o'clock, S aturday evening, March 6th.
head.
"The purpose of these open houses," term's end Miss Jean Roettger, Miss by the Industrial Arts and Home ECo- Four ta.bles of bridge wer·e in play, with
adds Mr. Ferguson, "is to acquaint s tu- Helen Bones, Miss Shirley Harrod, and nomics clubs . R ed Maxfield and his Mrs. Donald Alter and Dr. Frank VerLADIESdents interested in writing with the Miss Gwendolyn Oliver. On Saturday eleven-piece band from Cha mpaign Wiebe holding high scores and Mr. H arwork of the affiliated college clubs for evening, Mar ch 6, Miss Ewing gave a furnished the music. About 85 couples old Cavins receiving the floating prize.
writers." Special invitations have been dinner at the Hotel U. s. Grant for were in attendance. Shamrocks, balTHURSDAY AFTERNOONS
A dessert course was then served to
sent to more than twenty non- members the following: Misses Jean Roettger, loons and green lighting effects fea- the guests, Mr . .and Mrs. H arold CavOther afternoons until
H e:en Bones, Shirley Harrod, Gwen tured as decorations.
upon the recommendation of actives.
6 p. m.-10c
ins, Dr. and Mrs. Donald Alter, Dr. and
The program includes Dr. Burris' Oliver, Jo Moulton, Mr. Carlos Ogden,
Miss Milbra Osborn .and Joe Snyder Mrs. H. L. Metter , Dr . and Mrs. DonCOLES COUNTY
talk, the reading of manuscripts writ- Charles Clark, G en e Lederer, Charles provided special entertainment. Miss ald A. R othschild, Dr. and Mrs. Frank
ten by club members and serving of re- Bryan, Glen Cooper, and Glenn Coler. Osborn did a tap dance number and Verwiebe, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene W afBernard E. Alexa-nder, Manager
freshments. The general committee in
Mr. Snyder sang two bass solos, "In- \ fle , and Dr. and Ml·s. Hiram Thut.
charge of the meeting is composed of
Three new members have entered
ilian Low Call:' and ''frishEyes are ~---------------~===============~
Mr. Ferguson, Peggy Fellis and Dar- Pem Hall this term. They are Miss Smiling."
Miss Dorothy Bruce acted
othy Dowell.
Virginia Stevens, a new student; Miss as piano accompanist for both.
- -Eon
Elizabeth Morse, who has transferred
Miss H azel Haskett and Ross Cox
from DeKalb; a nd Miss Helen Anderin the students' food problem
were co-chairmen of the dance. Inson, a seni_m_·.EISTC:vited chaperons were Dr. and Mrs.
Lawrence F. Ashley, Mr. and Mrs. RusRALPH BAILS, Manager
sell H. Landis, Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
By staff Reporter
j ~iss
P.
Hughes,
Dr.
Vivla
V.
Russell,
a
n
d
I
A Convenient and Economical Place to Tra de at All Times
Colorful costumes and lights furnished an attractve setting for the an___
• Miss Ruth Schmalhausen.
JUST 3 DOOR~ EAST OF COLLEGE ON LINCOLN ST.
- - - E I STc:-- nual WAA Open House Wednesday
Miss Emily Baker, sixth
grade
evening, March 10, when appToximate- critic, was hostess at a 1:30 luncheon M. HUPPRICH E TTERtAINS
ly fifty girls participated in the por- Sunday, March 14, at the home of WITH BREAKFAST, BRIDGE
trayal of folk dances of many nations. Mrs. Delia Cadle on Sixth Street.
Miss Mabel Hupprich was h ostess
Milbra Osborn was general chairman Sweet peas, green tapers and shamKassabaum,
Miss
of the affair, which was attended by a rocks decorated the luncheon tables. to Miss Beth
:!VIyrtle
Arnold,
and
Miss
M
ar y
number estimated at 500.
Following the luncheon the party
1
Thompson
at
Sunday
breakfast,
After the program, the Girl's All- attended the Lincoln theatre to see
Star basketball team challenged the "Green Light." Miss Baker's guests Ma.r ch 14, at her apartment at 1429
Men 's Faculty team to their annual were Dr. and Mrs. R. G. Buzzard, Sixth Street. Table decorations car mix-up in the gym, wherein the cun- Dr. and Mrs. Walter W. Cook, Miss ried out the Easter t h eme. Follow- I
ning Ph. D's. and M. A's. asserted Florence McAfee, Miss Roberta Poos, ing the breakfast bridge was played .
man's superiority over the weaker sex Miss Lucile Crosby, Miss Mildred
IT'S THE DOBBS
1
by administering a 23-15 defeat as well Whiting.
Alwa.ys the Best Line of
as a number of bruises to the hard- - E ISTc -FRESH
FRUTTS & VEGETABLES
fighting All-Stars.
MR. AND MRS. A DREWS
I
E ISTCPhone 531
HO OR DECATUR VISITOR

Six Former Students
Return for Week-end

Burris to Speak at
Tau Delt Open House

Sundermans Give
M ax/ield Plays
Eight O'clock Party
St. Pat's Dance

FREE BOWLING

I

BOWLING ALLEYS

---

We Specialize ....

WAA Features
Dancing, Basketball

LINCOLN A VENUE GROCERY

E. Baker Gives
Sunday Theatre Party

QUALITY and STYLE
for Spring 1937

Expressed in Our Collection of

I

GIVE

IN.NER-BRIDGE

Mr. and Mrs. Franklyn L . Andrews
Dr. and Mrs. W alter W . Cook en- entertained with a bridge party Saturtertained with a dinner and bri_dge day eve ning, March 6th in honor of
party at 6:30 oclock Saturday evemn g, Elizab eth Holtbrook of Decatur, their
March 13.
\week - end guest. The guests were Dr.
Dr. and Mrs. R. G. Buzzard held and Mrs. Walter W. Cook. Dr. and Mrs.
high score, and Dr. and Mrs. Jay B. Kevin Guinagh, Mr . .and Mrs. W alter
MacGregor held second high.
Scru ggs, Dr. and Mrs. Gl·enn Seymour,
Guest s were Dr. and Mrs: R. G. Dr. and Mrs. Jay B. M acGregor. Dr.
Buzzard, Dr. and Mrs. W . E. Sunder- Guinagh an:i Mrs. Scruggs held h igh
man, Mr. a nd Mrs. Charles Miller, Dr. scor es; Miss Elizabeth Holbrook held
and Mrs. Jay B. MacGregor, a n d Dr. 1 high gu est score.
and Mrs. Kevin Guinagh.
The bridge game was followed by a
- - - E I STc:-" •
sala d and dessert course.

CHARLESTON FRUIT
STORE
Ycu Will Like the

Chocolate Dipped

Virginia Peanuts
20c pound

''BOB H ILL''
602 JACKSON ST.

and

Five Hundred

AC~CESSORIES

PROMPT, COURTEOUS SERVICE
Even Better than the Bargains
You Get at

WERDEN'S GROC.
Just off the South Side Sq. on. 6th

COATS and SUITS
by

PRINTZESS. KRAGSHIRE
-BETTY ROSE, etc.
Smar t swagger or fitted types-Jigger CoatsTwo and 3-piece Suits.

LOANS E TERTAIN

Dr. and Mrs. Paul Sloan entertained
with a dinner and bridge party, at
seven o'clock, Saturday, March 6.
Gu ests were Dr. and Mrs. R. G.
Buzzard, Dr. and Mrs. Frank A. Beu,
Mr. and Mrs . W ayne Hughes, Ml·. and
Mrs. Ben Anderson, Mr. and Mrs. 0 . A.
McArthur, and D ean and Mrs . Hobart
F. Heller. Mrs. Hughes and Dean Heller held high bridge scores.

COATS
SUITS
DRESSES

Priced $10.95 to $39.75
DRESSES
All types-for all occasions. Definitely 1937 models.

.$5 . 95 up _to $22.50
with an exciting n ew hairdress from the
Modern Beauty Shop. Let us h elp you
to decide the hair style best suited to your
p er sonality and then give you one of our
lovely p erma n ents guara n teed to give you
satisfaction for m any months.

Modern Beauty Shop
15 Mon1roe St.

Phone 1501

New Accessories-Dobbs and Chalfonte HatsRolton Hats-

Priced $5.00, $7.50, $10.00
Other Smart Hats-$1.95-$6.95
Gloves-Bags-Hosiery-Blouses. etc.

DRESS -WELL SHOPS
THE STORE AHEAD
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P~rposes,
Results of Drsputed Junror Exam

Qhrlltgt Nturs English Head. Clarifies

"Tell the truth and don't be afraid"

Wake Up and Sing

Published each Tuesday of the school 'Not a Re-testing of Freshman English, But a Measure of Continued
Application on Junior Level,' Says Miss McKinney;
year by the students of the Eastern Illinois
State Teachers College at Charleston.
P .o.ints Out News Error.
It is evident .from recent comments
Entered as second class matter November
th
at some points in regard to the Jun8, 1915, at the !Post Office at Charleston,
ior
English Examination wer-e not made
Illinois, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
dear. First, this examination is not
~-Printed by the Courier Publlshing Company
a belated re-testing of English 20 and
21, out is an examination on the junStanley Elam '38 ..................................................................Co-editor ior; not freshman, level. It is true,
Walton Morris '37................................................................co-editor however, that any student who had
Donald Cavins '37 ..............................................Business Manager mastered the work in the freshman
Glen Cooper '37..................................................Publicity Director courses and h a d kept on applying his
knowledge and good habits should have
Florence Cottingham '37....................................Associate Editor
been able to do well with the junior
John Farrar '39 .......................................................... Sports Editor test.
Beulah Midgett '38....................................................Soc'iety Editor
No Passing Grade Set
Mary J ane Kelly '39..............................................................Features
Second, no passing grade was set in
Franklyn L . Andrews............................................................Adviser this examination. The list of names
given to - the News was headed Honor
Roll;
but it appeared under the head19'36
Member
1937
ing "The following passed the examinMember
'Member
Distributors of
CSPA
IC'PA

14ssocialed Coftef5iate Press

.

CoHee>iate Dioost
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What Does Equalization•
Mean-the TCA?
Illinois education is, we hope, due for a more
extensive lifting of its blowsy physiognomy than
it has ever before experienced.
The opening wedge (or scalpel), if we can
trust our shy assemblymen, is a minimum wage
law. If the proposed $100 a month bread and butter insurance bill goes through unaltered, its ramifications and reverberations will be at once won·derful and awful to behold. First, such an act
would make imperative more state support of the
schools. Our pauper southern counties and our
Chicago racketeers copldn't even meet the Mississippi minimum wage of $40, much less that currently proposed in the Illinois legislature. Mor ~
state support means either higher taxation or m ore
efficient administration. The thought of higher
tax:ttion sends s~udders through taxpayers' souls,
and by the mag1c bond of the vote, through the
assemblyman. Therefore, h1gher taxes are not
probable. That leaves efficiency. Efficient administration requires, for one thing, consolidation of
the schools. Consolidation means, in turn, fewer
teachers, and thereby fewer hundred-dollar salaries
to pay. vVell and good.
Another reverberation of the minimum vvage
law is: higher teaching standards, more preparation, a degree for every teacher and, perhaps, a tin
seal of approval from Good Schoolkeeping. In
other words, school teaching will be brought out
of the class with barbering and into equality w ith
lawyering. Which is as it should be.
We see the beg inning of a grert.t equalization
program in education, not only state-wide but national in scope.
We are wondering, however, what will happen
to the unhappy teacher who cannot meet lifted
standards, or who is thrown out of work by consolidation. Shall we plow them under? Or, in lieu
of that, shall '"e resort t o benefit payments for a
promise not to teach? The latter seems ideal because just , and backed by national precedent. So
we say-Back the TCA (Teachers Conservation
Act).
A Millikin student said, "Ninety per cent of all women
·a re beautiful. The other 10 per cent go to teachers' colleges." Wait'll you see our Warbler, Millikin!

For Better Tuesday MorningsThere is alvvays an uncertain thrill of anticipation upon consenting to a blind date, but considerable hesitancy about fulfilling the obligation. So
it was with chapeL The Iormal Vidette has caricatured hesitation to attend their Wednesday a ssemblie s as a "Student Body" being forcibly
dragged off to a blind date.
Somehow the personification didn't apply here.
The routine of our ''blinn date" became stereotyped.
The thrill passed. A ll that remained was the hesit::ttion. Just as the same· old date with the same
old home town g irl w~o says the same old things,
goes the same old places a nd has the same old fact
fills us with a sense of defeat, so h ave our Tuesday
mormngs.
Now that \ve are forcibly m a rried to her, we
wonder if she will reward us by painting up, rehearsing a new line and going new places. If not,
divorce proceedings are imminent.
We do not plead for a transference of the Entertainment course to Tuesday mornings. But
44,00CI minutes of student time are occupied by the
chapel hour. Those have been some of the most
enjoyable of the week in the past year. Now that
they are enforced minutes, they are expected to be
twice as worthwhile.

ation." As was previously stated, the
thirty-two students whose work was
poorest are required to accept coaching
in written ·E nglish until they satisfy
the instructor that they have passable
mastery. All except these thirty-two
may, in a sense, be said to have passed
the examination. Since some of these
•a lmost reached the standard for the
honor roll, it is possible that a second
test may be given later to enable others t o be recorded as excellent in English. Students in the large middle
group are urg·ed to take English 44. for
credit if possible.
Mr. Widger has talked over with each
member of English A the examina tion
paper submitted by that student. Any
other student .w ho took the test may
see his paper and discuss it with me
in Room 24 at the hours posted on
the door, or by special appointment.

Elephant's
Child ...
What was your reaetion to chapel
with assigned seats?

Tests Teachers, Too
EVery teacher feels that the examinations he sets ex.a mine himself as well
as hls students. The English department hopes by a study of these papers
to improve its own work. It is only
fair to these teachers, however, to
state that differences in judgment of
so complicated a thing as oral and
written expression have proved, in
many studies, apparently inevitable. It
is partly to steady such judgment by
somethiing fairly impersonal, in which
all students are attempting the same
things at the same time, that such
.t ests have been devised. Many colleges ·a nd universities are now requiring
suoh a test at the junior level. Some
colleges never give the final grade in
freshman English until the student .is
completing his senior year, and meanwhile follow up and tak·e account of all
written work in every subject. This is
perhaps the ideal plan, but it requires
a larg>er staff in English than our coll€1ge has been able .t o afford.

Gene L.e derer '37-If we would just
march out by rows nowJa.y ne Lynch '38 - Back to kindergarten, without little red chairs.
Glen Cooper '37 - If we must, we
must.
Bernice Roberts '40 - Just another
class for Tuesday morning.
Joe Kelly '38-I got excused.
Wayne ~eal '38-I always have gone,
but I feel mor·e like cutting than ever.
F'rank ·nay '37- I am very much in
favor of it, b ecause the only way to
make chapel worthwhile is for all to
be there.
Russell Davenport '38-It's the biggest incentive for chapel atendanoe.
Helen Barr '37-I'm glad it didn't
Suggestions Are W elcome
cost a dollar.
Any suggestions for improving the
Ma.rjorie French '39-I wish I knew English spoken and written in our colthe monitors better.
lege, and the courses offered in these
Ray Sanders '38-It was a pleasure skills, will •be gladly considered.
to see many new faces in chapel.
-Isabel McKinney.

Chapel, as well as the Men's Union, is never
exempt from accusation by "hair brained editors"
who must find an outlet for their undergraduate
venc~m. Staff Artist Glen Cooper pictures here
the Puritan practice of checking on "sleepers" in
religious services as .conceived in the editorial at
the bottom of the page: "For Better Tuesday
Mornings."

B-T earns, to Be or Not to Be

It is rumored in coaching circles that basketba ll B -team games at Eastern are in the process
of elimination. Reasons? They say that the
money u sed on B-team trips (it totals around $300
per year) is practically wasted. No one is interested in the B-team, where it goes or when it
wins. Especially when it doesn't win, and it ha n'~
this year , does the B squad fade out of the sports
pictu re.
This year the Panther cubs scheduled some
eight games. All that seems t o have resulted iSI
a series of losses and the absence of the varsity
coach on B-team trips when he might have been
spending time with the varsity squad. Only ~me
man rose from t he B-squad ranks to the vars1ty,
and he came almost directly from intramurl!s.
We have it co~fidentially tha t if such a chan e
should
occur, the money saved might ])e p ut 1nto
·g
.
ab n mtramural
fund
and
worthw
hile
award
.
s coull(
e ~1ven. It seems t.o us t~at intramurals are the.
logical place to put It. With the new gym
1 d
comP ete , a more adequate intramural program could
be sponsored. Those who now play on the B-team
could have as much fun and quite as much gl0 1.
o ot of playing on an intramural team Atld a h y
b
··
, s as
een yomted. out by the coaches, coaching and
Round About the Campus
handh.ng of mtran~ural teams give worthwhile
with Walton Morris
expen ence to physical education majors who e ..
pect to coach while t eaching . We like the wh;~e
. . . that the Teachers College News day there-wore his white sweater too. tdea and look forward to sympathetic action 0 11
t h e part of the spor ts control board.
won the highest possible honor in .t he

Have You Heard?

Columbia Scholastic <Press association
contest? The rating is Colwnbia Medalist, the highest attainable through
the Columbia university school of journalism. The News rated M edalist once
hefor·e, under the guidance of AleX'ander Summers in the year 1934-35. The
editors have few chances .t o recognize
the worth of their staff. Look at the
mast-head in the top, left hand corner
of this page and take .a bow to the list
of names found there. To that list we'd
like .t o add Robert Gibson, !Reba Goldsmith, Lloyd Kincaid--.all eighteen carat reporters. And at The Courier
Publishing company, Ben Weir and
Howard F1ranklin, whose experience and
efficiency have been priceless. More
than that, the winter journalism class,
and every mother's son of you who
contributed to these columns this year.
Praise also goes to Jiack Keene, former
sports edi.tor who left schol at the end
of •t he fall quarter.

. . . about the "musta.chios" on the
Fidelis stooges? You have to look close
to see "Problem Child" Ogden's ; jt's
just a little hit thin. Indeed, fuzz is
about all the ,b lond Romeo's upper lip
is capable of sprouting. John Pier
showed his off over term end. He was
afraid .t o go home with both grades
and· .. mustache-so he just took the
grades.
... about the Queen's trip to Nokomis
over .term end? She was .the gu-est of
"Abie the Mouse" K essinger. He took
her down to show off the ol' home
town. Miss HaiTod reports a jolly good
time.

Big Shots' Banquet. Since . the S.t~d.ent .Council has ceased sponsonr:g social actlvitles, Its president has expresseri
the 1dea th~t. the Union and League should carry
on the tradttiOn of the Campus Leaders' banquet.
For the past two years, the council had fostered
t he event at some time in the spring terrr1.
The trad!tion should be carried on- hut some
changes are m order.
Obviously, a campus leaders' banquet should
be a banquet for campus leaders. It should neither
be ~ dinner for club presidents nor a chance for
a chque to have a jolly good time unless that
clique is made up of all the campus leaders.
At once a two-headed problem pops up: where
a re the campus leaders and who will find them?
Vve think some of them are shouti ncr from the
h ousetops, some of them are perchedb on stumps
and some of them are moving obscurely behind
the sce nes. We challenge the League and Union
to discover them and honor them. And we challenge those two organizations to disregard
charges of f avoritism that will inevitably be
~urled at them, whether or no, and do an honest
JOb.

. . . anything about the Players Formal? It was undoubtedly the .b~st dance
of the year. The Dick Shelton band
did a fine job, even imitating one of
Kay Kyser's "makes you want to
dance" .tunes. Even .though a financial flop, the dance was certainly a so. .. that it's "Aye, aye, sir" to Brotner ci:al success. The !Play-ers were up to
John 1Lewis now? Yes, Brother John t heir old .form With n:ovel decorations
is in the Navy now-he's to become a and the best band of the year.
flier in the Naval Air Cor.ps. "Zoom"
__
Newell hasn't quite made it yet. He's ... what a good radio repair man Mrs.
got to go on a no meat, no sweet (no Endsley's little boy Tom is? Tom who
eat, I'd say) diet for a couple of weeks 1 a lways had a flare for the mecha~ical
~o slow .d~wn his pulse. ~ink noth- .attempted to repair the .:family radi~
The . distinction won again this year by the
mg of It If he stops you m the hall with a hammer, chisel and screw driv- News means, among other things, this: Pioneer
and h~ you ~ime his pulse- he does it er. Mrs. Endsley reports that the radio ing editors of the past have built for us a founda
every five mmutes.
doesn't work now.

To the Past-- for the Present

. . . how much "Pinky Pede" Weekley
likes St. Louis? "Pede" canvassed the
town, but couldn't find a pair of shoes
big enough. But other parts of the
.t own he liked very, very much. Ask
him about the airplane ride and thewell, he'll tell you a ll about it. He

spent the greater part of laat Satur-

• • • tha.t Edlto:r Ela.D} is now a contributor to the Literary Digest? Turn
to page five in the March 6 issue a'oo
you'll find FJam's lltera.ry talent recorded in lines 3, 4, 5 and 6 o! tb.e
right hand column. His contribution
is one of 645 in an article entitled
"Great Boom in Student Drinking,"

tion upon ·w hich it is easy to con struct a news
p ;:, p er that contest judges find good. Through the
patient efforts of those edito~s and the advisen
by their trial and errors, the gropnd-~vork of excellence for another prize-winner was laid. Fe\
changes 'vere m ~. de this y~ar, either i11 poli~y o
appearance. All that was neee sary was to kee
high traditional News standards- and to keep
alert for signs of new times.

----------------------------------------~----------------------
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Faculty Paddle
All-Stars; Trot
Forth Panthers!

rofessor

COLSEYBUR' S

crossed with the French nation
people were shorter."

This Is .. .

Why should we h~ve a. big shoW
banquet when Betty Jane Ewing is giving parties like that?

Pieb; Tppe!?

By Staff Liar
'A Column of Errors'
The patriarchs trot out on lthe floor
and limber up with a couple of ter<r·tble folk dances. A roar of appl.a use
Pres. Cooper, we have a suggestion
raises .t he roof %, inch. They get a
basketball. Dr. Seymour shoots and for the serious consideration of the
PROF. COILSEYBUR, FAMOUS LABOR LEADER,
ORDERS SIT-DOWN STRIKE
misses. DT. Beu shoots and misses. Mr. senior class. May we not have as a
Prof. Colseybur, local radical, late of the Education depairlment but now Hughes shoots and misses. Dr. Sloan parting gift from the class of 1937, in
a member of the Social Science department, has ordered a Sit-down Strike. shoots and misses. Dr. Thut shoots a revival of that dear old custom of
"Strike and sit down," commands Eastern's champion of the underprivileged. and scores. Hurray! Dr. Alter kicks 1 class donations, a large brass ash traY'
"Times are getting better. There's no use to hold back, now. Get what you the extra point. Hurray.
to bolt to the gate post at the enwant before the fever strikes you .. - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - The game st~ts. Abbe scores for trance of the circle drive at the end
Your liberties are paling. Don't be on The undertaker gtew restless and
the All-Stars. What's wrong? The of Sixth Street? We notice so many
the fenc3 any longer. This is the time
slammed down the lid.
faculty hold a sit-down strike to find cigarette butts, in all stages of conto ;>ickE't. Grab your comrade around
out. Oh, they've still got their dance sumption, lying in that vicinity. Ask
the neck and let's have a necktie Two others lie here; we shall not miss apparel on. Sweat skirts are removed. Mr. Gracey,
Right on the floor. Fie! Remember I
party. It's nectar for the gods; why
them;
not nectar for you? There is no use Each one in turn would bid her own
what Dean C. F. S. saJd!
J oe Henderson, cook, Romeo and
to hold back because you don't know
system.
The faculty is stripped for action. tailor too, says: "All's fair in love and
what you want. CoJseybur will tell
Look at them! (<Don't look too closely, selling suits."
vou."
J
•
Coupl:.ets
They don't exercise much). Dr. Thut
Colseybur h~s spoken. By mornmg
Dea.th and taxes; of nothing else sure I slaps the ball to Dr. Beu. Dr. Beu
There is a story emanating from the
the campus Will kn~w the a~ten~ath.
Save that education is becoming a hides 1t behind his back. Suddenly Mr. zoology department which runs like
?n_e and one . makE'o two. HlstOI Y 38 tour.
,
Hughes appears on the other side of this: There was a test given in the
Ism the makmg. It may be a Lucky
the floor with it. Dr. Thut takes it general field of genetics.
Strike with Old Golds. Paul Jones
-.-the on the rebound and scores Hurray
made Twenty Grand and he had not
These days remmd us not of
·
·
One of the questions was, "Explain
begun to fight. You can't lose. Join Supreme Court but the Supreme courtDr. Seymour tries to play horse with genetically why the French people lost
Colseybur's Sit-down Strike.
er.
Miss Sparks. Foul! Abbe hits. Mr. two and one-half inches in average
Hughes breaks Miss Lumbrick's leg. height as a result of the Napoleonic
Foul! Brumleve hits. Dr. Beu steps wars?"
Swing
time
is
over
and
many
did.
· Imprints of an Impressionist
Someone answered thus: "Napoleon
Our own "three-horse team"-class- over the line. Foul! Abel hits. The
Matriculat ion does not mean registwas a very short man and when he was
es, activities, dates. Without a Su- girls are coming up. Bones hits.
er. A curriculum is a balloon soaring preme Court the ·number on the bench
It's halftime. Dr. Beu and Dr. Seyover salty waters. A Chinaman doesn't increases every quarter.
mour
make longs from behind center.
It's not a
have a curriculum or else he couldn't question of changing the form of gov- Applause. Both grin.
speak Chinese. A Chinaman doesn't ernment but of government.
The second half strurts. "We're .ahead_
have a schoolteachercomplex.
Connow. Let's quit," says Dr. Alter. "You
fucius was not the grandfather of conidiot," breathes Miss Osborn. The facBismark is gone;
fusion. He didn't take the next
ulty grandstand; the f.aculty foul; the
We're Nazi-ated;
twentypages for Tuesday. For on Frifaculty score. Dr. Beu is learning the
Semper Fidelis,
daynight there was a formal which
rules. He's only a referee.
At last y'ou've rated:
cost one dollar ten pins are what the
Miss Mowrer, or is it Sparks, we don't
keglers are sparring. A Chinaman
know all the girls, shoots like Joe CurThe Siegels are flying
doesn't have termpaperitis
because
ry and .h its twice. Shucks! Dr. B eu
Over the sea.
there 1s a shortage of paperinchina.
throws the ball between his legs and
Bring back, oh bring back
Cooperativedining is the thing which
Mr. Hughes misses it. The faculty
My trophy to me.
makes practiceteaching have four dates
weaken. But, hurray, the whistle tblows.
The g.ame is over. Faculty 23; girls 15. 1
a week on Sux;tday there is no Chapel
I
The cashier took
The faculty men say, "Women are easy.
because Chapel comes on Tuesday beOur pennies from heaven;
cause Monday is the first day of
Where's the v.arsity, Mr. Carson."
Our bones are aching
---EISTc---school. Corn is corn and not cornedFor 'Ieven and seven.
beef. Beef isn't cribbed and c an't be
AN OD·E TO SPRING
Flashes and Ashes
canned for cribbing. Did you everSpring has came;
notice the dates on Pembertonha11 1 WAR CLOUDS GATHER;
The ice has went;
Observation lessons lessen least of111 dia FACULTY RETURNS FOR DUTY.
lessons: r H
•
go
It was not did
ou v1"" ·and nogo because teeming with BUSINESS IMPROVES;
By
accident.
teams is a part of charactereducation. PHONOGRAPH NICKLES BUILD

Last Trump

I

the

Why doesn't someone start calling
(;hem Douglas S1IDderman and Lincoln
Rice?
Yah, Dr. Beu, just a show-off!
Now that the faculty team has defeated the girls, why don't we have
(;hem play the Felta This?
Don't mention "tallow" to a Fidelis
pledge!
1

1

.

Reco:d~ -are be1_ng broken every. d~y.

The dmmg serviCes now boast. A
Thousand Meals and Not a Casualty."
The library has a new file. We
would have sworn it was a hammer,
but Miss Bo.oth says not.
Curr·en t battle cry:
Out of the drenches by Easter.

RICKETTS
OPTOMETRIC EYE SPECIALIST
FOR GLASSES
South Side Square
Phone 28
•-------·---------•

!

Charactereducators never studied Dickens because they are it. A boxofcandy
costs as much as five gallons of gasoline. Gasoline must come in a red
can because where there is fire there
is smoking on the campus. If there
were no noise in the halls halls would
have n o noise except in the gym
which isn 't as yet as pretty as the iris
bed will be before the iris bed isn't as
pretty as the gym is going to be. If
you keep off the grass Hawaii won't
be any nearer because H awaii is an
island and pineapples aren't placed on
the doorsteps because nobody is sore
at the dean.
-from Colseybur's "My Life as A
Schoolteac~er ."
Epitaphs to Who's Who
Here lies Ruby by God's command,
Still playing o'er her last hand.
Here lies Opal, her body gored,
Because she talked across the board.
Her lies Susie, the little prig;
Her game is o'er; she can't renege.
She bid her best, minus aces and faces;
St. Peter's game she now disgraces.
She was Scotch; her life a mess;
She fooled herself with a Jewish
finesse.

LITTLE CAMPUS BOOTHS
SPRING HAS COME
· ONLY FOR SOME

I

Great a,m nature;
She done sing;
I ain't heard
No such thing.

---

fashioned of

A horrible thought struck us the
other day. Have you ever seen a . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
church with only the basement built?
BRADING'S
When, As, And IF YOU DO
Wear your identification tag around
your neck.

'Twas Ahmoweenah,
Then Anon-y-mous.
Building a building
Was ever thus.

GABARDINE

SHOE REP AIRING
Quality Material and
Prompt Service ·
417 7th St.
PHONE 173
l

• .: \_

p'

'

~

•

• .......

\o,., ,_·, ;,~

•

Tilne was when we knew who was
meant by "the thin-clads."
Debate is o'er; de bait iSj on.
We dreamed of a land of joy and of
plenty,
No courses at all but those labeled
"twenty."

A stunning trio, taken
from a new Spring "squad~
ron" ••• decorated with
shining. patent, calfskin or
ribbon ... and for being the
most glorious of all Spring
styles! In Grey, London
Tan, Black, Brown or
Navy! "Inspection"
time ••• tomorrow!

SIGNED: OLE POKER FACE.
For Up-to-Date
SHOE REPAIRING
try

Welton's Shoe Shop
Between 5th & 6th on Route 16

She 1s dead and cannot speak
<Bridge it was five times a week).
Upon this stone her last hand carved
(She joins her husband whom she
starved).
A sweet young thing but very wise;
She played to win the booby prize.
It took her half an hour to bid;

Orde:r Your . . . .

Easter Box Candies

There's a Difference

IN SODA-S!
Some ice cream sodas taste
smoother, ncher, more satisfying than others. That's because
they are made from MEADOW
GOLD Ice Cream - the purest,
richest ice cream you can ouy.
Serve 'i t at your own table if
you like the best-for it costs
no more.

and Easter Specialties Now!
from

MEADOW GOLD
DAIRY

The CANDY SHOP

PHONE 7

Phone 270

East Side Square

A&G ·s HOE MART
West Side Square

Charleston
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AND MRS. H. E. PHIPPS,
DAUGHTER VISIT ELGIN,
Lloyd F. Sundernlan Speaks on DR.
CHICAGO OVER VACATION
'Place of Music in Modern Life'

Illinois WP A Lists
Show 624 Teachers

In the

Th~ effect of depressiun of the
Dr. and Mrs. Harris E. Phipps and
teachmg profession in Illinois was r _
daughter spent Saturday, March 6, in
vealed in statistical form recent~
Chicago, visiting with Mrs. Phipps'
Music Department Head Stresses I
by Charles .E. Miner, Illinois WPA
cousin.
Vocational Side of Topic; Calls
ministrator, who released figures showThey had dinner with Charleston
Attention to 8 Salient Facts.
ing that 654 teachers were certified to
friends, after which they heard the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra con••••••.e:si:)••••iiiil••~
1 WPA by state relief agencies as eligiMr. Lloyd F. Sunderman, head of
•
~ ble for WPA employment.
c·ert.
the music department, delivered to an
Sunday they visited with relatives
Modern art in all its splendor, as _o f the 654 persons, 451 were women.
audience of some sixty people a paper
in
Elgin.
portrayed
by many living American FIVe hundred and fourteen of the total
on "The Place of Music in Modern
artists.
is
now
being exhibited in the 1 were _listed as family heads, while the
---EIST·c--Life" last Thursday afternoon as the
·
remamder were members of families
twelfth offering of the Culture Survey
art room of our school.
· which another worker was desigm
series. He stressed the vocational side
Unlike P aul Sargent and other con- nated as the priority wage earner.
of his topic.
temporaries, these artists portray 'Three hundred and tenty-six women
For the purpose of summarizing his
Vladimir Golschmann, who appeared modern subjects as they wish them were regarded as family heads.
talk he called to the attention the folon the Entertainment Course here in to appear rat~er . than as they really
The inventory for the entire United
lowing "salient facts":
January, has been re-engaged for the are. Thes~ p~mtmgs are for t?e most. States shows that 40,132 teachers were
Age of Mechanized Music
seventh season as conductor of the St.\ part done moil and a few are m water certified to WPA, of whom 30,907 were
"1. We are living in an age of meLouis Symphony Orchestra.
1 color, past~l, and charcoal.
family heads. Of these 30,614 were
chanized music;
Mr. Lloyd F. Sunderman
At present this organization is con- I . Thes~ pictures have been exhibited women, of whom 22,366 were priority
"2. Some of the national legislation
sidering a 16-concert spring series.! m ~anou~ mus~ums such as the .Art wage earners.
at the present time is unique, in that
with low admittance fees, to enabl~ Institute _m Chicago, the Metropolitan
probably for the first time in any prothe orchestra. to reach a larger public ~u~um :'tNew York, Boston Museum talc, is used in the making of fine
fession, we find definite attempts bepipes.
than before. The maintenance fund o
me
s, and many others.
ing made to protect the professional
Talc, in its original, is mined in
for the orchastra. is set at $144 500 for
Sever·oJ people have been so well
musician. Such steps indicate that a
the coming season, 57 per ~ent of plea_sed wi~h the exhibit that they are either flake or lump form and comes
very vital concern is being given to the
A reorganization of the tournament which is earned my concerts, 4 per b~y.mg the1r favorite pictures. The ex- from Virginia or New York. It is an
vocational opportunities of the musical procedure, submitted by Dr. Ross at cent contributed. This indicates3 that lnbit may be seen free of charge and inexpensive yellow, white or green
artist;
the state tournament luncheon last the box office returns contribute a the public is invited to see it any mineral, fairly easily broken, and
"3. We have raised the question as Saturday, March 13, at Bradley Tech, good ratio of the budget.
week-day afternoon during the next greasy to the touch. For this rer.son
to the possiblity of a need for legisla- was adopted by the league. The prothree weeks.
a certain form of it is called soapstone.
Appearance of the St. Louis Symtive protective measures for other pro- cedure used in the past made it posAs an art material, its inexpensiveness
fessions than music; (Is the musician sible for an average team, by drawing phony Orchestra in other than it~
Talc, the mineral which is used in and comparative durability make it an
the only professional person needing only poor teams, to have as good a home city yearly brings its music to powder, is being used some as a mate- improvement over soap, but it will
protection for his market?);
record as a much better team which a greater audience than would be pos- rial for carving by amateurs who have probably never become popular in
sible if concerts were confined to st.
Europe Makes Distinctions
l had to meet only the better teams.
before used nothing harder than clay serious art.
Louis.
"4. We have learned anew, that
The new plan which eliminates the
or more durable than soap. In the
- - - EI STC:--European countries have made im- above possibility is as follows: three
graduating scale of materials for carvPETERS'
migrant distinctions against American series of debates shall constitute the
ing, talc offers a distinct advantage
musicians;
official Illinois Intercollegiate Debate
over soap. Although not very durable
"5. The artistic talent coming to League Tournament. In Series I at
as minerals run, it is very much so
BEAUTY SHOP
this country is in many cases not as ~east six debates shall be participated
comp_ared ~ith soap. It carves easily,
Miss Pauline Smith, TC high school
'Ye Shop 0' Beauty"
worthy of our financial support as m_ by each college before tlie elimina:nd Its weight, which is nearly three
graduate
and
former
EI
student,
has
some of our own native born artists at10n of colleges begins. In each detimes that of soap, makes it useful in Zotos Permanents . . . a soft, natyet the native artists lack public sup~ bate of Series I , a single expert judge returned to Charleston and is again such articles as paper. weights, . book
ural wave ... rio machine and
enrolled at Eastern.
ends, and statuary. The finished prodno electricity.
port because they cannot qualify as shall_ rate the two team son a scale
Miss Smith has lived in Los Angeles, uct takes a high polish something like
being "foreign";
rangmg from 1 to 9 (1 means very
PHONE 1506
North Side Square
"6. Grand opera production today poor and 9 means excellent). On the California for the past year. While marble. Meerschaum, a relative of
ther·
e
she
attended
the
Los
Angeles
stands before the portals of an era of basis ~f these ratings, the Tournament
successes, the like of which has not Committee at the close of Series I shall Junior college.
- - - I I : ISTC:- - been in our previous experience;
choose no less than eight colleges and
· Mechanical Music Helps, Hinders
no more than ten to compete in Series DR. GUINAGH LECTURES ON
MAGGIORE CHURCH, ROME
"7. Mechanical musical creations III.
· · · · BE SURE AND ORDER
have been both beneficial and de- . In the second series, a: ~ingle expert
Dr. Kevin Guinagh gave an intertrimenta.l. Enjoyment and unemploy- J~dge shall render a deciSIOn as to the
YOUR CAKES FROM THE
1
ment very frequently are the hand- wmner. Colleges suffering one or no esting lantern slide t alk about the
maids of science·
defeats shall take part n debates of Santa Maria. Maggiore church in
"8. We find federal interest being Series III. <?olleg~s having two or Rome, at the last regular meeting of
North Side Square
PHONE 1500
definitely manifested in the finer arts; ~ore defeats m Senes II shall be elim- the Eastern Illinois Art club Friday
February
26.
'
'
Last a rather new field known as mated from further competition. The
---EISTc--psychotherapy has opened up to our debates of Serie~ III shall be judged
Just
as
n
atural as the Easter bunny
view another of the manifold potential by thr~e expert Jud_ges; the final winor
colored
eggs,
you must have plenty
possibilities of music as an aesthetic n e_r bemg the surviver of the eliminof
flowers
to
brighten
up the Easter
factor in affecting the emotional na- atiOn process.
home.
See
that
your
friends
are not
ture of man."
Eastern debaters have won 27 out of
disappointed
by
phoning
39
your
order.
- - - E osT
40 decision debates this year, or a point
--CarrollFlorist.
average of .675 which is an increase
over the point average of .625 of last
year.
- -E I S T c - - Let Us Service Your Car for
o.f actual experiences with Savings Plans
Mrs. James G. Thompson, of Hunt- FORUM TO HOLD MEET
SUMMER DRIVING NOW
ingdon, Pennsylvania, and Mrs. Wilintended to make the owner and his famTHURS.; KNAPPE SPEAKS
Standard Oil Products
liam L. Bucher, Jr., of Bethlehem ,
ily financially independent in the future
P ennsylvania, daughters of Mr. and
The Forum will m eet Thursday eveMrs. C. P. Lantz, are visiting their par- ning, March 18, at 7:30 in room 17 of
ents in Charleston.
· b u ild"mg. Harold Knappe will
SERVICE STATION
.
.
. th e mam
l parties . h ave 'been giVen
Severa
·
th e defects
.
. m .present a p a per concernm.g
CORNER TENTH and LINCOLN
their honor by therr Charleston fnends. of the P
t
t·t t·
Mrs. W. J . Awty entertained with a
resen cons 1 u Ion of Illinois.
'
.. "
. .
.
luncheon Wednesday, March 10. Mrs.
~
~
~
·~
~
Harry William gave a one o'clock
luncheon and ,b ridge pa.rty Thursday.
that of all the different plans tried by
Friday evening, March 12, Dr. and Mrs.
0. E. Hite entertained at a dinner
salaried men, regardless of interest earnparty in honor of Mrs . Thompson and
Mrs. Bucher, and they were gu ests of
ing attractiveness, only one:Mrs. Frank Craig at h er bridge club
Wednesday.
•
·Saturday evening the Lantzes entertained informally at home for a. group
of · young people, friends of Mrs.
Thompson and M!l's. Bucher.

Field of

Survey Lecturer

..

ART

ail:

Symphony Re-engages
Conductor Golschmann

===============

Dr. Ross Advances
New Tourney Plan

I

Miss Pauline Smith.
Returns to Eastern

MARINE LL O

I

For Social Functions

IDEAL

BAKER Y

HISTO RY

Lantz' Daughters
Return for . Visit

NEWELL'S
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TEACHES

See·••••

LIFE INSURANCE

- - -EISTc-- -

MRS. N. SIMS RECUPERATES
AFTER OPERATION IN PARIS
Mrs. Nolan Sims, of Charleston, who
submitted to a m a jor operation at the
Pari~ hospital some days ago, is improving each day, and her condition
is good, it was r eliably r eported on
Saturday afternoon.
- - -E IST c - - -

Consult the News
your purchases.

when

planning

TWO NEW GENERAL CABS

YELLOW CAB CO.
Day and Night Service

TELEPHONE 220
N. E. COR. SQUARE
The Thinking Fellow Calls a Yellow

SWING IT

will g·uarantee to solve the problem
whether you live long or die early. 98%

While She Sings

O>f us never succeed without it.

Minnie The MOocher
CONSULT

•

lD

"WHEN YOU'RE IN LOVE"
LINCOLN THEATRE
SUNDAY-MONDAY

MARCH 21-22

-El

H. NOLAN SIMS -

.30

Telephone 354

Representing

Charleston, Ill.

SUN LIFE ASSURANCE CO. OF CANADA

l
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Is Subverged;
Ruth Clapp '37 Wins Trip to Elmer
M~ ay Spring Hang Off!
Washington D. C. in 4H Work
· -·--------------

Climaxes Nine Years of Work as
Charter Member in Grandview
Club; Goes with Three Others.
By Florence Cottingham
To bring to a close her last of nine
years of 4-H club work, Ruth Clapp.
senior and campus leader at EI, will
l>e a delegate to the National 4-H
camp at Washington, D . C., this June.
As a -c harter m ember in tthe Gr-andview club in 1928, Miss C'la.pp h as specialized in clothing projects, taktn
part in room improvement and foods
study, and completed several special
projects in the clothing division. She
has been a winner in county, distr~ct
and state contests and attended the
Chicago 4-H Congress in 1931 as State
Champion in third year clothing.
Since 1934 Miss Clapp has been club
leader of the Grandview group.
Two boys and two girls are chosen
from each state to go to the capital
city for a week's stay as guests of the
National 4-H organization.
In connection with her experience in
4-H clubs, Miss Clapp said, "The practice with actual skills is incidental. . I
consider the responsibility of leadership the most valuable thing I have
gained from 4-H work. And it isn't
all woriD; it's fun."
During four college years, Miss
Clapp, taking a major in art, has been
a leader in scholarship and extra-curricular activities. She is a member of
Kappa Delta Pi, president of the Glee
Olub, vice president of the Women's
League, member of the News staff and
Sgma Delta.
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4-H A ward Winner

. Lincoln St. Curb-

Department Head Gets
Third Article Printed

Dear Elmiree:
Dr. Lawrence F. Ashley, authority in
In being subverged into the last
industrial arts, has for the third time
term of this year and Im afraid that
this year 'made first place in leading
its going clean over my head. Litterly
industrial arts and education m agaspeaking, I wish spring would hang off
zines with his articles. His last article
for a while. I can't find refuze in my
of note, "Education and Change," apbooks when the hints of spring is bepeared in the March number of the
ing hinted. I didnt do so well by myIndustri-al Education magazine. He
self last term as far as the skolastic
originally gave it as an address at the
altitude of my grades is concerned. So
meeting of the National Education asif I dont git familiar with my classsociation at Portland, Oregon, on July
room tick-tacks right off, it looks like
1, 1936.
the professors will hafta renew my ac"Reference is made to the 1935 yearquaintance next year.
book of the department of superinThe womens athlete
association
tendence -and the values for education
transmutilated their selves into furas seen by educational leaders," reriners last week one night and went
ports Dr. Ashley. "Industrial arts,
through all kinds of antics on the platwhich _meets the require~ents beautiform in the college assemb:age. They
fully, IS not even mentwned in the
did some tromping around and ~nally
yearbook," he goes on t o say. He comended up in a shindig that faintly sug- ~
pares industrial arts values for public
gested a barn dance. That wasnt notheducation with all general values as
ing tho compared to what happened
recognized by these le~ders and shows
afterward. The overgrown boys on the
them t o be the essentials for which
faculties exposed their ignomosity of
they are striving, but are unable to
name."
basketball by playing the college girls
... holds no terrors fo:r Eline•• as it
---EISTc--team. Youda thought men of .their did in the dead of winter. He'll be
age would have set theirselves. up as "comili up the lane most any time."
What you're looking for. at the price
examples of good sportsmanship but
· ·
you want them, with gracious service
you never saw such fowl playin in your , ---you'll find all three when shopping
life. rt was pit'Yful to see them girls DR. ASHLEY VISITS NEW
at News advertised business houses.
tryin to hold their own again a team WINDSOR lA DEPARTMENT
made up of a Tarzan, a couple of prize
fighters, a elongated tuter, and a
As a part of his survey of conditions
couple of broozers.
.
in industrial arts .i n nearby schools
25c-DINNERS-35c
I reckon Ill be seeing more of you in this part of the state Dr. Lawrence
Choice of Everything on the 1\lenu
now that its soon going to be a gittin F. Ashley visited schools in Windsor
Hamburger 5c, Hot Coffee
warmer. Of a week end I wont mind and Stewardson on Thursday, ·March
Groceries,
Meats, Fruits and Vegethem waits on the curb stone like I 4. 'lie reports a beautiful new nigh
tables, Ice .Cream, School Supplies,
did in the dead of winter. Dont be school building at Windsor which, he
Fountain Drinks
surprised if you see me a comin up the says, is a model for a town of that
D. T. FREELAND
lane most any time.
size. He plans to visit other schools
PHONE 73
706 LINCOL..'V
-Elmer. of this region,
•-----------------'

I

Miss Ruth Clapp

STEVE CRAMS
WITH BODY SLAMS. ... and Puzzles the Greeks

THE LINCOLN INN

Thumps from the &econd floor
of the Phi Sig house one night
last week caused the brothers to
look mildly puzzled. As tb.e
thumps increased in number ·and r---------------------:------~------------:,_~------------.
volume, the brothers became
more puzzled and disturbed. Following a CRASH! ten feet rushed
up the sta.irs <and stopped at the
door of the sleeping porch. Within Steve .Prosen continued to
practice his repertoire of .t umbling skills. "What's the id·ea?"
asked Cooper threateningly. Said
Steve, "Who, me? Aw, I'm just
crammin' for my Phys Ed final.'

I

---IP:ISTc----

Get Your Free Copy
Of IC Flood Edition

---EISTC:---

Campus Is Seeded;
Beware, Says Monier

--.....Mr. Camille F.
Monier,
chief
groundsman, reports that he has the
tennis courts ready for play but for
the liming, and this will be done as
soon as the March weather appears to
be settled.
At the same time, Mr. Monier asks
the News to call attention to the fact
that all the campus grounds have been
newly seeded and all cutting across
campus must be strictly avoided if the
work is to be successful. The tender,
unrooted grass cannot survive much
punishment, and seed sticks to shoe
soles and is carried off. Live and let
live!

While the supply lasts, there will be
furnished free by mail to every college
and university teacher or student who
applies for it a souvenir copy of the
March "flood" edition of the Illinois
C'entral Magazine, showing how .t he
principal north-and-south railway arrtery of the United >States dealt with
the problems arising when it w.as cut
in two by the reoant flood in the Ohio
and Mississippi River valleys. This
edition is profusely illustrated. Each
applicant should simply .a ddress the illinois Central Mazagine, 817 Central
Station, Chicago, and mention his
school and ~he name of the student
publication in which he has seen the
Illinois Central's 1936-37 advertising
messages.
Many of your friends have been
profiting by the 1c a day insurance
received with the

THE CIDCAGO DAILY NEW~
i\.re You Protected'l

SEE

---EISTC:---

RITCHI E. VISITS FIDELIS
EN ROUTE TO BRIDGEPORT

EDGAR BELL, EI '40
205

LlNCOLN

PHONE 1103

John Ritchie '36, now teaching at ~----------------,
Georgetown, attended the St. Patrick's Day dance last Friday and stayed overnight at the ·Fidelis house. Saturday morning he went to his home in
Bridgeport where his father is suffering from a stroke of paralysis.
PAINTS, WALL iPAPER
Have you seen our new selection of
and GLASS
diamond rings? They are all in latest
style mountings and priced from $7.50
419 6th St.
Telephone 993
up.- C. P. Coon, 408 Sixth St.

CROWDER &
WILLIAMS

WCOME HOME! That's what

the comfort of railway travel
really means nowadays. On the railroad-and
on the railroad alone-you can fu,lly enjoy
yourself while traveling.
As you ride at high yet safe speeds, free from jolts
and skids, you can eat, sleep, read, write, stretch, relax, listen to the
radio, breathe cool, clean, sweet air and make yourself fully at home
under the kindly ministrations of courteous attendants alert to your
every need.
For these and other benefits, you must credit thorough air-conditioning,
smart interior decoration, up-to-date car construction, improved roadbeds, heavier rails, adequate power and-most important of all-a
personnel interested in service.
Typical of railway modernization for
comfort is the fact that by the end of
the year the illinois Central will have
in service 157 air-conditioned cars of
its own, in addition to air-conditioned

It's Time to Buy Your
Easter Cards NOW!
As Usual-A Wonderful Variety to
Select From
Sp~cial Ones-for Sweethearts, fi~atiye~ aml
Fne?-ds. Eas~er Tqys anq Nov~~~!e~. ;Just
rece1veq pew ord~ of Garr-ott's Famous
Candy1 ~aster Bac~ag:e5,.
· · ·

KING BROS.

Pullman equipment. All the railroads

REMINDER •••
Railway travel today is .a thrilling
experience, full of the spirit of
youth. On your next trip learn
how deservedly enjoyment,
coupled with economy in price,
has increased railway patronage
in recent years.

and the Pullman Company together
now have more than 8,000 such cars.

ILLINOIS [EITRAL SYSTEM·
......---I'.N ILLINOI ·S

RAILROAD,----
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Forty Candidates Report for Spring Track Workouts
Angus Offers
No Predictions

Silence Is Golden

I

FARRAR SEEING

For the Last T ime-

1

By ....

John Farrar

Says Panther Str ength Lies i~
Distance D epa rtment; Reports
Plentitude of Hur dlers.

Viat or Whips
Eastern 57-42
Curry

Makes

18

Points

for

Severance of all sports r,elatioi'!lS bePanthers; Straub Is Second
l t ween St a t e Normal and Illinois WesWith 17 Points for Irish.
leyan last week, following closely on 'I
the h eels of an announ cemen t of the
Coach W. S. "Scotty" Angus, track
Playing their last game of the sea1
suspensicn of basketball t·elationships,
mentor, reports that about 40 men hav·e
son, the Panthers went down in dem eans m ore than a pp ears in sports
reported for track this season. The
feat to St. Viator at Bourbonais Febcalumns. Ostensibly, it occurred be - 1
boys started work- outs last week with
ruary 21 by a score of 57 t o 42. The
cause of the bitter and unsportsmanthe coming of the sunshine, laying off
locals were close on the Irish heels at
like rivalry between t h e two neighbors,
only one day, Saturday, to rest a few
• half time with the scor e 29 to 24.
but even according t o Pres. Fair child
Captain Curry led the Panthers in
stiff muscles.
of Normal, "It has a deeper meaning
scoring and w as high point man for
Coach Angus offers no predi·ctions
imp o~sible t o inc':ude in an open statefhe evening wit h 18 points. Wood, who
for the 1937 season. He plans to carm en t to the public."
has lx=!en a strong member of the Panry three men in each event. Eastern
. · · we print a picture of JOE CURRY, ther " B" t eam a ll s-eason, got a chance
To us it seems part of a ·d eliberate basketball
is particularly strong in the distance
star. He d eserves, as capforcing of the freshman rule upon tain, senior and outstanding player, aJl a t the Irish and m ade good, putting
department, having a state championTrack Co~ch Winf'l eld S. Angus
all teachers colleges who expect to the praise that has been showered upon h Jm self seoond high in local scoring
ship cross country team. A shortage
.
.
.
honors with six p oints. Straub was
remain in V.ttle 19 competition. Wesof dash men seems to be Angus' greathim. In his last game, and m others h'1gh f or St. v·Ia t or WI'th 17 pom
· ts. Beleyan
was
forced
to
adopt
the
rule
by'
est problem. He contemplates att~mpt- .
near the end of the season, Joe garner- t
t k
· ts
d
ab
.
.
• ourne oo 11 p01n , an Mon an
Bradley and Millikin, two rivals who
ing to revamp a few hurdle candidates
ed an average of eighteen pomts. He
d M Ell' t
t 10
h
refused to include the Titans on their will be found among the baseball out- 1 a n
into dash aspirants since so many have
c Igo go
ea~ ·
1937
schedules unless first
year field candidates th's
· g
Both teams played excellent basketindicated interest in the hurdles.
I sprm ·
ball, but S t. Viator was superior to the
athletes were withheld from varsity
One-Man Track Team Back
competition by Wesleyan.
locals through out t he game. E}ccept
"Bobby" Holmes, junior, returns a.s
T he P anther B squad closed the
Another indirect outcome of the today is the first Illinois intercollegiate for the high scoring by Capt. Curry,
Eastern's all around track man. Holmes' 1936-37 season with a pleasant memory strained s"ltuation,
believes
Coach champion to successfully defend a title the points made by the Panthers were
specialty is the high jump. He also in their win over the St. Louis Univer- Lantz, temporary athletic commissioner during the present school year. Illinois well d is tributed a mong the other mempresents good competition in the broad sity freshmen. An overtime clinched in the conference, is a possible accredi- Wesleyan and St. Viator captured the b er s of the t eam.
Ji.unp, discus, javelin, pole vault, and the victory for the locals leaving the ting agency' for IIAC officials. Normal 1936 football crown, dethroning the ST. VIATOR
F'G. FT. TP.
the high hurdles.
score 35-33 at the final gun. Our small and Wesleyan have never agreed 1935 co-champions, Millikin and Mon- Monahan, c ....................... 5
0
10
The Anderson brothers, Bob and floor and good basketball on the part whole - heartedly upon their officials. mouth. Eastern Teachers of Charles- Cla yes, c ........................... 0
1
Earl, cross country men, will run the of Watts, Maurice Taylor, and Me- 'The type of official who favors Norm- ton won the cross-country honors the Betourne, f . ....................5
11
1
mile and two mile races. Dayton, cross Connell gave the P anther cubs a vic- at's style of play' (and Nelson and last fall, ending State Normal's l ong Straub, g ........................... 6
17
5
country star, will compete in the mile tory they will not soon forget.
Firebaugh have always been that kind) string of triumphs...Bradley took the Please, g. ..........................0
0
0
and half mile events. Broyles, an- , This same freshman squad from St. is not the type whom Wesleyan athletes 1936-37 basketball honors as Illinois McElligot, f. .. ............. ..... 5
10
0
other cross country man, will run the Louis U. beat Sparks Business College love. Often the two schools, and other Wesleyan failed to repeat its ..cham- Birch, f. .. .......................... 0
0
0
mile and two mile. Towler and Farrar which in turn licked the Panther var- schools as well, cannot come to an pionship performance of 1935-36.
8
0
Blazevitch, g .....................4
will also transfer cross country talent sity five about 15 points. Eastern's agreement until the last minute.
0
- -0
Roger, g ........... ..................0
to the spring track season. Gibson is junior quint emerged from their vic- Therefore, says Lantz, it is expected
57
7
Farrar Seeing's all-star int r amural
Totals ............................ 25
slated to run the .two mile. Wayne tory with this team with ideas about that when the conference heads meet basketball team was not chosen due
TP.
Stine aJso 's hows promise as a distance playing the varsity
this May, some action will be taken to j t o the fact that Dale Haverstock, I-M E~STERN
FG. FT.
0
0
man.
Lee Watts played his best ball game draw up a list of o,fficials acceptable manager, and three judg·es have chosen Miller, f. ............................ O
18
4
7
· Harold England will return to run of the season, proving high point man to all colleges to referee any HAC an official all-star team. This being Curry, f .............................
2
0
the case, Farrar Seeing has de emed it L . Jones, f . ........................ 1
the quarter and half. Jim Clark, for- in this tilt. Maurice Taylor and Me- game.
3
1
Connell also displayed their scoring
fitting and proper to step aside and Ba~er, f ............................. 1
mer dash man, has left school.
2
0
1
talent as second and third in poin ts
Coa~h Gilbert Carson's Panther five give its sanction to the official team. Wemgand, c . ....................
Lists Veterans
2
0
Former track men returning are : made, respectively.
have Just finished what could be. re- The following selections are those of Lathr
op,g. c...........................31
6
\\<
OOd,
0
Ralph Carlock, pole vault; Dale HaverThe Cracker Box's mini.a ture floor garded as a successf u l season, mas- t he official I-M board·
·
....................... ..
0
stock, weights; Joe Henderson, high was con ceded a d istinct advan tage to much as three and frequently four First Team·
·
Waldnp, g .........................2
1
0
2
hurdles, high jump; Walt Ritchie, high the Cub squad, since they lost their fr~shmen made up the s~arting five.
F-Kessi~ger, Fidelis.
Holmes, g ...........................
1
1
3
and low hJJidles; Jim Stahl, dashes; first gam e to the S t. Louis frosh, Wlth these fr·eshmen formmg the nucF-Wright, P.hi Sigs.
H. Jones, g . ....................
6
42
here,
by
about
12
points.
leu.s
of
Panther
teams
in
the
near
fu0-Adal·r,
TroJ·ans.
Totals
............................
18
Dale Trulock, weights; Harol<i Young- t
t
Officials: Millard and Kosinski.
er, low hurdles and 220; Jack Zahnle,
- - - r : lsTc - - ure we can look forward to winning
G-Trulock, Phi Sigs.
mile and half mile; Marvin Upton, mile
teams soon. Captain Joe Curry is the
G-Tedrick-Jitterbugs.
and half mile; Steve Prosen, weights
only man on this year's squad who Second Team:
graduates and he will be missed by EI
Judy Voris, a transfer from Butnext year. Ourry had trouble finding
F-Ritchie, Fidelis.
PLUMBING & HEATING
ler, will try for the quarter mile and
F-Fling, Gilbert Boys.
COMPANY
!Weight division. Ira Kimmel, transfer
TO high's basketball quintet fini~hed I his eye for the basket, but once underC-0. Carlock, Newt's Hungry Fiv-e. '
from U. of I., will heave the discus and the season with district tourney hon- way he made lif·e misemble for opG-Cole, Fidelis.
Plumbing, Heating and
javelin.
ors, defeating Newton, W estfield and positng teams. So let's look forward to
G- Weekley, Fidelis.
Sheet Metal Work.
Casey at Greenup to take them. The nex year, the new gym, and a winFreshmen reporting have not yet aJl
ning team.
Honorable Mention: Grace, Haggerty,
chosen the division in which they wish Van Hor n boys had no trouble in
Haverstock, Lindsey, Taylor, E. Lewis,
downing all opposition. They downed
-L
t
Pull'
R J
w.
to compete. Coach "Scotty" Angus is Newton 18- 12, Westfield 18-16 in the
From the Chicago Daily News comes ~~~~s er,
lam,
· ones,
.ayne
Clive Dick, Mgr.
spending spare time appraising these second game, and O::u:.ey 34.-22 in th the following revue of the IIAC sports S
men this week. The fifteen reporting finals.
year:
:
are: Charles Brown, distance runs,
Oblong·s powerful team p r oved sufIn winning the fifth annual confer- "
Harley CUlberson, 220 low hurdles; ficient to oust the Blue a n d Gold from ence wrestling meet Wheaton college
Harold Mieure, dashes; Wayne .Stine, t.he regional at casey last week, howdistance runs; Dale Vaughn, 220 low ever, taking the first game 29-19 when
hurdles and quarter mile run; Fred the locals weakened and lost their
Hash, quarter mile; Bill Henry, quar- former fine edge.
ELECTRIC & RADIO CO.
ter and half; Kermit Miller, dashes,
The season has b een very successfu
George Howell, broad jump; Lee Da- for the Blue and Gold, as they won
vidson; William Mead; Robert Craig, a high percentage of the late season
Harry Hollingsworth; Maurice Tal- games, climaxing their good fortune
Electrical Appliances, Fixtures
bot; Gale Wesley.
with the district win.
and
ElsT
Paris. whom the locals whipped here,
Complete Ra.dl.o Service
smothered Catlin last Friday to take
604 6th St .
P H ONE 474

Panther Cubs
Claw St. Louis

I

I

---

I

TC Vikings Finish
Season With Honors

WHITE

PHONE 295

SUITS

BURBECK

Headquart.e rs for

Coach Angus Releases
Incomplete Schedule

Coach W. S. Angus has scheduled
four traditional foes for· dual meets in
track this spring and hopes to wangle
at least one more team for an open
date. Both Elmhurst and Illinois
Wesleyan are prospects, though neither
has answered inquiry about dates as
yet. With the Teachers college and
State meets late in the spring, there
will be a total of probably seven
meets. Those scheduled already are:
April 9-0akland City, here.
April 17- Carbondale, here.
April 23- Normal, here.
May ~Indiana State, there.
May 8-Teachers College meet, at
NormaJ.
May 21-State meet, Monmouth.
- - - E I8 T c - - -

You will find our advert~ers courteous, accommodating and friendly
Make their a.cquaintance.

For Spring and Easter

$

regional h onors.

P---------~----------------------------==~
•

Coles County's Largest Dep't. Store

•HOSIERY
UNDERWEAR
DRESS GOODS
HATS
COATS
DRESSES
SPORTS WEAR
MUSIC

Welcomes You!
You'll b e surprised at t he l arge ~ocks and the
quality we h ave. Every item of high grade and
guaranteed to be satisfactory. Everything for
the girl.
<OUR BEAUTY SHOP will be pleased to render
service at all t imes. Expert operator.

•

ALEXANDER'S

50

New styles, n ew p at terns, n ew s hades. Sin gle
and double breasted modes; plaTn and sport
back st yles. Fabrics of all wool worsteds and
tv.rist s. Tailored and styled as you would
want them. Shorts, stouts and regulars .

New

Spri~

New SpriDtg

H A T S OXFORD S
$1.95 - $2.95 $2.95 -$5.00

MURRAY'S

FOR
BETTER

VALUES
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Lantz, Beu Release Baseball, Golf I
Sheds for Panthers' Spring Gambols

Upton Favors Fide/is to Repeat Round
Robin Win .in 1-M Tourney this Week

Leaves Little 19

Deplores Lack of Interest Shown by Teams, Spectators in Recent Games. Gives Last Week's Results.

Coaches Report Full Schedule of Nine Golf Meets, Nine Baseball ,
G3.mes With Old Rivals. First Baseball Game Is April 9.

I

41, Ramblers 12; Newts Hungry Five
By Marv:n Upton
eight-match golf schedule and
C03.ch C. P. L3,ntz announced a nine
Basketball interest as far as EI's 28, Super Squirtigles 21; Lair 24,
the state meet for 1937 was announced game baseball schedule last week that
students
are concerned h as fallen far Silver Streaks 15; Gilbert Boys 25,
today by Mr. c. P. Lantz, Director of includes six of the toughest .t eams in
short
of
expectations. The intra- I nd., Arts 8; Phi Sigs 1, Egyptian
Athletics at Eastern. The card in- the LEtle 19. Illinois Wesleyan, almural elimination tourn ey, nearing Aces 0 (forfeit) ; Ninth St. Cadets 33,
cludes matches with two Chicago col- ways tough, heads the list. And lUiits final round, is not very successful Jitter Bugs 28; Fidelis 26, Lair 12;
leges for the first time since golf has . no:s ccllege, whose coach da.ims the
in drawing crowds, as was the round Trojans 39, Newts Hungry Five 14.
been a competitive sport at Eastern.
best prospects in yea.rs, is a close secrobin tournament.
Neverthe:ess, a
---!:ISTC--Dean F. A. Beu, golf coach, stated ond. Normal, according to ~- La.ntz,
few teams have responded with sevthat he expects the team to be better I has sixt3en le~termen return:ng· T·~e
eral well earned victories. The FidelYou will find our advertisers courtthan last year, when they won five j fU"st . game, With O~kl~.nd c:ty, Apr1l
is five win'n ers of the round robin eous, accommodating and friendly.
matches lost two, and tied one .. The 9, w11l be a combmavwn tiaJCk and
are m~king a strong bid for th~ Make their acquaintance.
only pl;yer lost from last year's team 1 baseball meet. There is some possibility 1
championship by soundly trouncing
is carl Worland. He will be replaced that it will have to be ~?stponed a
Wayne Neal's boys 26 to 13, and by 1
by Kenneth Oglesby, who is a star week due to ground cor:d1t1ons.
taking an easy victory over the Re- j
golfer from Vandalia, Illinois. Other
Baseball workouts beg~n as soon as
publicans 23 to 17.
,
lettermen returning are Edward Gates, the .ba.sketball season 1S over. The
in Shoe Repairing
Leo T. Johnson
This week will see the elimination 1
Don Newell, and Clarence Carlson. pit,che.rs will start working in the gymof several of the competing teams. I
Additional prospects include Robert nasium, loosening a~ms in the long
GOLDEN RULE SHOE SHOP
hopes
Armstrong, Charles Poston, Charles early s eason grind of getting into
Coach Leo T. Johnson, Millikin men- Dale Haverstock, manager,
that
the
tournament
play
will
be
comW. C. FITZPATRICK
Lynch and Joe Henderson.. About sha.pe.
tor who will succeed Don C. Seaton as
twenty other college men have been
The tra,ck schedule is not yet com- track coach and occupy a newly- pleted Saturday.
PHONE 74
in to see Coach Beu, asking if they plete, but will be issued with the next created position as assistant in freshScores for the games played are:
1st door West of Sq. on Jackson
may come out for the team. Any per- News.
man football at the U. of I. when he Fidelis 23, Republicans 17 ; Trojans
son who is passing in all his work a~d
The baseball schedule is as follows:
joins the Illinois staff -in September,
desires ~o try out for the team Wlll
.
kl d c ·t h
has been highly successful as an IIAC
1
be welcomed by Coach Beu. There
Ap~l 9- 0 Ilal.
W Yi ::·here
track and football coach at Millikin.
15ill b
r
·
t·
t
t
d
those
Apnl
mo1S
es
ey
'
·
w
e ~ 1mma 10n ryou s an
April 21 _Illinois Wesleyan at Bloom- 1 Under Johnson, . Millikin has won
players not good enough to make the .
conference championships in
1925,
t earn w1_·n be ass1~ne d t o a s~ecm1 golf m April
oton. 4---Normal, here.
1928,
1930,
1934
and
1935
and
was
a
2
A i1 3 Q---.Ind~ana State at Ter·r e runner-up all the other years except
group 1r: physwal educat10n. The
schedule IS as follows:
pr
1936 .
lOc TO ALL TILL 5:30, THEN lOc & 15c
H~~
April 10-Macomb, here.
May 3-Indiana State, here.
Musso and Corbett, who made good
April 16-Macomb at Macomb.
May 12-Illinois College, here.
in professional football, were produc.t s
April 24-Normal, here.
May 19-Illinois College at Jackson- of the Johnson coaching regime at
April 30-T~rre Haute Normal, here. ville.
with
Millikin.
---I!:ISTc---May 1-Normal at Normal.
May 21.-Normal at Normal.
Ma.y 7-Armour Tech. at Chicago.
---EISTc--DON BETOURNE GETS
May 8-Wilson Junior High College
ALL-CONFERENCE VOTES I
at Chicago.
May 14-Terre Haute Normal at
Don Betourne, St. Viator's great for\VEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
MARCH 17-18
Terre Haute.
ward
who proved even more valuable
May 22--State meet.
---EII!ITC--Fidelis emerged victorious from the to the Saints this season than he was
intramural round robin play-off Feblast winter, won a forruary 17, defeating Phi Sigma Epsilon
ward position on last
in
18-11 in the first game and 11-8 in the
year's All - Conference
second to get the little gold basketball
team and should repeat
awards given annually to the round
for the honor
this 1
year. Scribes throughBy Martha Holladay
robin winners.
MATINEE 25c
EVENING 30c
The first game started out as a ro~t,
Tennis, baseball, skating, hiking,
out the
conference
hockey and badminton will consti- the Phi Sigs getting n?. field . go~ls m
h ave sung the praises
FRIDAY-SATURDAYMAT. 25c-EVE. 30c
tute the field for WAA activity this the first half an~ trailmg Fidells by
of the handsome KanThese
sports
will
be
organmore
than
ten
pomts.
Joe
Henderson
·ng.
Don
Betourne
kakee
youth
who
closed
1
rl
sp
· ear1Y F'd
1·
·
b u .~,
. ed by clubs with leaders to head figured m
1 e lS scormg
his career against De- J
~:ch group. '
dropped ou~ on fouls in the sec~nd Ka1b March 9.
\
The tennis club will be predomin- half. Kessmger, one of the leadmg
ant. Each fall one singles and two scorers of the conference, got five
d
doubles teams go to an all-state meet points.
at Decatur.
A_ second half Greek rally nette _the
. . . . those worn, out-of-shap~
in
Pedometers are used to keep track nat10nal frat a total of but 11 po~ts shoes. Our work will transform
of the miles traveled in hiking and for the game. Trulock and Wnght them into shoes you'll be proud to
skating. They were used initially last looked best for ~he lose::s.
wear.
·
In the second game It looked for a
year.
while as if the Greeks had turned the
Hockey will be played in the spring
tables u,pon their husky opponents, but
term, although out of season. The their old failure to gather points while
hockey teams go to a tournament in holding a foe scoreless made it possiJust South of Square on 7th St.
the fall.
ble for the Fidelis sharpshooters to
with
A badminton club will be organ- come up on them qujckly in the secized soon. There is a possibility of ond half. Two brilliant longs by
having a tap dancing club, despite the Wright kept the Phi Sigs in the runMISS MARIAN McMORRIS
fact that outdoor sports exclusively ning, but his failure to connect on four
MRS. CARRIE MOCK
are desired. The baseball teams will free throws, and the loss of Tucker on
play an intramural tournament.
fouls sealed the fate of the fighting
Basketball will end in two weeks. Phi Sigs. "Dub" Weekley's prowess at
and
Games are being played on Saturdays the free throw line, where he hit four
:and Mondays.
ID
.
out of four, was a feature of the game.
To earn the WAA letter, a girl He was high point man with six points.
YOUR BUSINESS APPRECIATED
must join eight clubs and attend at Wright was the only Phi Sig to get a
Room 14. Tel. 661
Linder Bid~.
least ten meetings of each. This is field goal.
rarely accomplished before the end
of the sophomore year. The letter
WE BUY USED FURNITURE ....
THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE
is like those awarded for
boys'
make it over to look like new-sell
FOR QUAI,ITY
athletics, except that it has "WAA''
it at 50 per cent or less of first cost
A good hair cut just doesn't hapdown the center.
CONTINUOUS SUNDAY
COMEDY-ACT
-giving·
you the advantage of a
pen-it is the result of long experiMiss Florence McAfee and Miss
good buy-make an honest living
ence and careful attention. You
Mabel Hupprich,
adviser,
choose
and all is well.
can g,e t that kind of service at the
from those who receive letters, one
-.:!•~--or more girls to get an honor pin.
They are selected for scholarship,
TUES.-WED.-THURS.
ADM. 10c-20c
personality, integrity, apd organizaPHONE 960
610 VanBuren St.
SOUTHWEST CORNER SQUARE
tions participated in. A banquet, at
which the awards are presented, will
in
climax the year's activities.
An

I

1•----------------•
For the Best ....

I

I

ar:

0

- - • LINCOLN_•__

I

0

TUESDAY

BARGAIN DAY

Murder Goes to College
Lynn OVERMAN-Buster CRABBE
Roscoe KARNS-Marsha HUNT

Fidelis Takes 1-M
Play-off in Strid e

Tyrone POWER- Loretta YOUNG
DonAMECHE

WAA Girls Slate

Spring of Activity

Love Is News

'I

Let Us Rejuvenate

J. Edw. BROMBERG-Betty FURNESS

Fair Warning

J.

Campbell's Electric
Shoe Shop

plus

Women of Glamour

Virginia BRUCE-Melvin DOUGLAS

DRESSMAKING
ALTERATIONS

March 21-22

SUNDAY-MONDAY

Grace MOORE

•

Cary GRANT

When You're in Love
The Greatest of All the Grace
Moore Hits

King Furniture
Company

HOLMES
BARBER SHOP

The Three Musquieteers

---:EISTC:---

BRADLEY WINS LITTLE
19 CONFERENCE TITLE
Finishing the basketball season undefeated, Bradley Tech of Peoria,
placed first in the Little 19 conference.
Playing twelve games, Bradley won
every game. Closest competitors suffered two losses.

WELCOME STUDENTS
Back to ....

BOLEY'S ICE CREAM
FACTORY
Jumbo Cones 5c
Malted Milks lOc
4 DOORS SOUTH OF JAIL

KEITH'S
BAKERY
SPECIAL
ORDERS
SOLICITED

-------=•!!:...- REX THEATRE

BAKERS OF
CHARLESTON'S
LEADING BREAD

WE APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE

ROARIN' LEAD
,

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

ADM. 10c & 20c

Hoot GIBSON
in

"CAVALCADE of the WEST"
ALSO SERIAL-ACT

MATINEE SAT.

REX THEATRE NOW OPEN ALL WEEK
The Lincoln Theatre proudly announces that its Western
Electric Sound System has received a rating of 98%one of the highest ratings possible.
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UniVersity of Illinois to Offer
ScholarshiP to Eastern Student

Miss Dorothy Irene West, of Champaign, has been engaged to substitute
for Mr. Eug·ene Waffle this term while
he completes work on his Doctor's degree a t Peabody Teachers college at
Nas~ville, Tennesse. She is teaching
English 21 an d 25 t his term. Miss
West is living at 947 Sixth street.
Mr. Waffle left Wednesday to take
his foreign language exam. He expects
to complet e work on h is thesis this
summer, and will not teach, as announced in the catalog.

Dean Carmichael Stipulate~ That I~~~·~··~·~·~·~;~~--~~~·;i·~~~~
Award Must Go to Semor or
Grad of Not More Than 3 Years WEDNESDAY NITE DANCES

....

President R. G. Buzzard received
notice last week from Dean R. D.
Carmichael of the Graduate School of
the University of Illinois, that the
board of trustees has authorized a
scholarship in the Graduate School for
the year 1937-38 to be awarded to a
member of the present senior class of
Eastern, or a graduate of not more
than three years' standing engaged in
educational work since graduation.
Two Types Given
The scholarship carries a stipend of
$300, with freedom from fees of all
kinds for graduate work proper, except
the matriculation are graduation fees
of $10 each. Nominations will be
made by the faculty of Eastern subject to the following cc,nditions:
1'; That the nominees be placed
upon a basis of equal competition with
all other applicants.
2. That those nominees who fail in
that competition, but otherwise meet
the usual requirements, shall be
awarded scholarships without stipends
but with exemption from :tuition, incidental and laboratory fees.
Illinois Candidates Preferred
3. That candidates from Illinois
colleges whose qualifications are equivalent to those of applicants from institutions outside of the state shall be
given preference in the assignment of
these scholarships.
The nomination will be made on the
basis of character, personality and
promise of intellectual development as
well as scholarship expressed in grades.
The nominee must have stood within
the first fourth of his class during his
junior year and the first semester of
his senior year.
Each of the five state teachers' colleges in Illinois has been awarded
these annual scholarships.
---1EI8Tc---

Taylor to
Speak on Astronomy<Continued from Page 1>
the structure of the universe. I shall
illustrate much of what I say with
lantern slides, showing the distribution
of stars, nature and origin of comets,
and the interpretations given to various forms of nebulae."
·
"Remember," continued Dr. Taylor,
"that the ancients thought the universe
entrely compact, consisting of the
sun, moon, six planets, and a limited
number of st ars, all imbedded in a
crystalline sphere rota ting around a
central e arth."
"Today our solar system contains
uncounted billions of stars, and space
extending to unexplored depths. This
expansion began with Galileo's telescopes and other astronomical instrum ents."
- --

"The Wednesday night dances will
continue, of course," answered Ray
Lane, director of the Campus band,
in reply to the question put to him
by a News reporter. "I don't know
who started a story to the contrary.
We may not play tomorrow night, how·ever, because of the intramural tournament. There will •b e an announcement later."

---EI8T'c---

................................•................... MEN DEBATERS ENGAGE
Eastern's men debaters, James Rice,
Glen Sunderman, Lloyd Kincaid, and
(Continued from Page 1)
Charles Poston journeyed to Decatur
last Wednesday evening for a debate
eleven dances based on strife, love, with the men debaters of James Mildeath and things !b eyond death. The likin University.
Malpoi is an art form of ancient
Greece and has been considered
After the debates, Eastern's debaters were invited to attend the SenShawn's most noteworthy accomplishment. The third group is a series of ior Recital of Virginia Bolin, soprano,
folk and art themes. The ·final section presented by the Millikin Conservatory
·
d
_.,
d
of Music. Miss Bolin was assisted by
. .
IS rna e up w. re1Igious ances.
.. t
. M.I11I.k.m 0 rch est ra conducted by Jose
d b M.
Shawn, e d uca t e d f or the mmis ry, Is E h .
interested in the religious dance. Much I c aniz, ~n
Y
Iss Zelna Lucas,
k h
b
. accompamst.
.
.
t
of h 1s expenmen a 1 wor
as een In
this field. He has lately received an
---EosT
honorary degree, Master of Physical DR. TAYLOR SPEAKS ON
Education, from Springfi~ld college for
MODERN MATH WED.
his pioneer work with male dancers.
The troupe is made up of eight col"Mathematics in
the
Modern
lege athletes, several of them having World" will be Mr. E. H. T a ylor's
been outstanding football players. subject when he talks at Ma thematics
Those in the company in addition to club Wednesday evening, March 16, in
Shawn are Barton Mumaw, Wilbur room 26 at 7 :15'. Mr. T~lor .w ill
McCormack, Frank Overlees, Dennis show how mathematics is used in the
Sanders, Fred Hearn, Foster Fitz-Sim- world today.
mons, Fred Howard and Horace Jones.
Dale Trulock will present a paper
Recrerution tickets admit students of on magic squares, and Gene Lederer
the college. High school students and will give the m~thematical "wrinkchildren must pay 25 cents and out- les." Plans will be initiated at this
siders 40 cents fo~,!~ssion.
meeting for the annual ciphering
contest sponsored by the math club.

.

<Continued from page

ryouts
0 ra tor1~a
T o Be Held Thursday

___
"Tryouts for participation in the
annual state contest of the Illinois
College Oratorical association will be
held Thursday, March 18, in the T. c.
hl~~ho~audUm~m~ 8p.m.''according to Dr. J . Glenn Ross, debate
coach.
One man and one woman will be
selected to represent E. I. at ·this contest to be held in Normal, Illinois,
April 8 and 9. Any college student
twenty-seven years of age or under is
eligible to try. His oration must be
o~iginal, on any subject, not over 1800
words long, with not more than 200
words of quotations.

1)

Later this month this college group
of 37 will sing in 35 towns in Illinois
and Indiana, before a total of · no less
than 12,000 people. Last year the
club appeared in fewer than half this
number of towns, and the club consisted of but 27 members. One hundred ' ·--~~~~-~~-~~~~-.
seventy-eight tried out this year, but
Mr. Sunderman could use less than
forty because of the carryover from last
year and the fact that the types of
voices were not balanced.
at
The choir appeared in their new
robes for the first time this morning.
SHELL SERVICE STATION
The hoods and chevrons indicate servC. W. Boyer, Mgr. 6th & al adison
ice in the organization.

Courteous Service,
I
Quality Products

I

---EI8Tc---

When planning your purchases,
read the News ads for guidance.

PE,O PLES DRUG
STORE

EI8TC<
- -

1

The supervisors of student-teaching
met Monday evening at 7:30 in Room
6 of the Main building. This was one
of a series of m eetings for the purpose
of discussing problems of teacher training. The subject was "Observations:
Practice and Policy." Dr. Walter W.
Cook gave t he principles for the guidance of observation and student
t eaching. Dr . Donald A. Rothschild
summarized presen t practice in the
Teachers College High School. Present
practice and projected changes in selected Teach ers Colleges was presented by Dr. Emma Reinh ardt.

club is now called) in chapel this
morning, when they sang four numbers
and Bette Lou Bails gave a reading. At
11:30 they go to Charleston high for a
similar performance.

I T

Buzzard Represents EI
· President Robert G. Buzzard repre- 1
sented Eastern at the inaugtll'ation of
Dr. Clyde Everett Wildman as president of De. Pauw University, in Green- ,
castle, Indiana, last Wednesday.

I

Complete Drug and Fountain
S.ervice
NORTH SIDE SQUARE

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
SELECT A . . . •

Johnston's or Bunte's Easter Egg
from our nest. of Fresh Easter Candies

CORNER CONFECTIONERY
PHONE
81

N. E. CORNER SQUARE

ElaTe - --

Style Hits!

FIDELIS MEETS TONIGHT
Fidelis will m eet at the frat house
on 615 Harrison at 7 :30 o'clock tonigh t. Every pledge is require d .t o be
present a t this m eeting.
Plans for the spring dance to be
held in April will be initiated.

Chorus to
Give Oratorio-

MILLIKIN AT DECATUR

Dance Troupe
Returns to Eastern-

TEACHING SUPERVISORS
DISCUSS OBSERVATIONS

Plaids are smart this season and Hart Schaffner & Marx
tailoring is always of outstanding quality.

Welcome College
Students to

Snappy Service Inn
6th a.nd JACKSON ST.

Put the two features together and you have an ideal
combination for that new Easter Suit.
Double and single breasted styles are both good-plain

High-front- fashion-right- and
as handsome as any shoes t hat
ever strolled along the avenue.
Besides which, they're made on
the famous Plus-Fit Lasts .•. so
they feel heavenly.

Only

$6 5Q

and fancy back models ..

The Home of the

5c HAMBURGERS
"BUY 'EM BY THE SACK"

You'll like 'em the way
we fry 'em
P~ING

SPACE FOR
CUSTOMERS

Prices from

$2 000

and up

LINDERONCLOTHING
CO.
THE CORNER

Open 6:00 A. M. to 1:00 A. M.

INVAAT'S ..

BROWNbiltSHOE STORE
BALOU'

CHARLESTO N

HO S IERY

I LL·

The NEW FORD V-8 for 1937- The Quality Car in the Low-Price Field
Charleston,

ru.

McARTHUR MOTOR SALES

PHONE 666

BOY SCO UT

SHO E

S

es
•

IN

PICTURE

AND

They protest the protesters

Satl.re

To laugh out of existence
the much-denounced Louisiana Coalition of ·Patriotic Societies,
' Tulane University students have or•
ganized the Coalition of Red Hunters
to protest attaaks made by th~ first
group on their teachers. Motse S.
Steeg, one of the second . coalition's
organizers, is shown addressn~g a r~c~nt
open-air meeting. Above he ts watvmg
a red paper effigy of a campus red. At
left he is crumpling it up because
burmng it would bring more red into
the sc~ne.

It's summe~tim.e for sports at che U.S. island university
Greenwell, kicking star of the University of Hawaii soccer team,
Toe Dance Gerald
does some almost-classic toe dancing in getting off a long and high
one in a game between two teams in the intra-university league.

They're Protesti11

1 .

Pro. . ROTc wKen ~lslative
Inspectors found them at their boo~s
It was examination week at the U.S. Naval Academy when
Charles Edison, new assistant secretary of the navy, was
on his first inspection trip of the institution by Admiral David
so they found all of the future admirals busy.
Intcrnanonal

than

I 2

f

.

lnwnarioml

abolition of
ture wa orth ~akota State C 11 compulsory milita

~dvoca~e~of t thetr number ja~~~2s~dering

. .

a bill to om~~e .st~~ents learned ry. traznzng
mg against th:~measure and wiJdJ/~~o Festival Hall li~~ mt~tary instructj~~etr state legislastand to support K~~u~e While Georgia ~t its oppo~ents~n&J to speeches for a~P~ional, more
g s contentions;
and Francis I!.adw ·ow left is Gorman ;.ur, baoed
tg scan notes ·b fc
mg speake ore taking the
-

And the rampaging water of the Ohio and Mis&issippi rivers won out in most of the battles!
CoLLEGIATE DIGEST presents here exclusive photos
of flood damage and relief activities at four of the .
nation's educational institutions, only an incomplete
picture of the part educators and students and their
alma maters played ~ history's wocst flood, for in
most instances cameras were forgotten in the work of
preventitig history's record of 1937 river ruin from
becoming blacker. The· photos of the University of
Louisville's plight were taken by that ·institution's
Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds, L. 0.

Adams.

Rising Waters
•.. kept University
·of Louisville base..
ments flooded for

..

days.

. .. provided illumination for the
cal work ofBus. Mgr. Frank
and Assistant to the President R.
Bb:ckwell in temporary quarters.

Emergency heroes
. . . were the nation's radio amatew
and the University of Arkansas' F.
Rains was one of the many who
mitted messages for refugees and
workers.

and Jones
Are Almost Twins
QN a Saturday afternoon m I928 Dana Xenophon
Bible of Nebraska and Major Lawrence Mc-

Ceney (Biff) Jones of Army had a number of things
in common. They coached highly respected football
teams about to engage each other, they had the same
birth date, October 8, and both had served as lieu•
tenants in separate aero squadrons with the A. E. F.
The final score was Army 1~, Nebraska 3. In 1935
Nebraska's
bald..headed
grid tutor evened the score.
His Cornhuskers ·trampled
Major Jones' Sooners of
Oklahoma two years in a
row.
ex-servicemen
N ow
Bible and Jones are about
to have coaching at Nebraska in common. Bible
goes to the University of
Texas at something like
$15,000 a year, leaving
B'ff J .
. behind him tearful fare.1
ones
wells and a record of bringing the Huskers six Big-six championships in eight
years. An army transfer robbed Oklahoma of Biff
Jones~s services several months ago. Now he has been
lost irrevocably to the Sooners. He has resigned his
commission in the U. S. A. to become Nebraskas's
new coach.
D. X. Bible was born in Jefferson City, Tenn., 46
year ago, .Biff Jones in Washington, D. C., five years
later. Jones was captain of
West Point eleven in 1917.
Delta. Kappa Epsilon Bible
warmed ~he bench frequently as a football sub
at Carson-Newman College. He supplemented his
B. A degree with graduate
work at North Carolina,
Ohio State, and Centre
College. Before ·the war
Bible had coached Mississippi College three years,
Dan B'bl
Louisiana State one year.
After the war Biff Jones
a 1 e
rose from assistant coach at West Point to the head
coachship (I9W·2<)). Army regulations causing his
transfer, he followed in D. X.'s footsteps at Louisiana
State where he developed an undefeated eleven in
19~~. ordered Huey Long out of the dressing rooms
between halves in 19~4.
.
At Nebraska D. X. established a reputation as
coach and soft-spoken gentleman with a habit of
smacking his lips as he talked. Biff Jones has the
, gallantry of an Army officer of t;he old school, w.ithout
its starched aloofness.

Relief messages were f{ept moving
... through the.able assistance of Evansville College's
Bernard Pattberg, who is shown map..keeping. for
CBS's Hal Burnett and Bill Fligel.

Relief money for flood refugees
. were collected by U. S. college and un .......~:•
students in large sums. This is one of the
collecting stations established at the University
Minnesota.

Planet Posts
This line of white po.St.s ·
at Hood College's Williams
Observatory represents the
relative distances of four
planets from the sun, the
gilt ball at the right.

Exam c~
Mid,Y:ear e:nmina~ons in the
m m.tcroscoptc anatomy
bring forth long lines of magnifying i n,
struments for use by Fordham University
students.
A.:.....:.}
Il..II.

•
eamtng

Massachusetts
State College stu,
dents listen in comfort as Prof. W. E.
Prince lectures on Elizabethan Drama.
Notice that they take careful notes so
they'll have something to refer to in pre,
paring for final exams.
~

Smoking Camels, you enjoy a sense of greater
ease while · you.. re eating, and afterwards too!
"\VJHAT Fred McDaniel (below) says about Camels is
W backed upl OO% byb aseball's ..Iron M an," Lou Gehrig
-by Frank Buck, of ulJring 'Em Back Alive" fame-by
Eleanor T ennant, the outstanding_ woman:.. tennis. coach
of the U. S. -and by millions of other Camel smokers in
all w alks of life. Enjoy Camels at every meat They speed
up the flow of di~stive fluids. Increase alkalinity. Help
you enjoy food. C,a mels set you right! They're the cigarette
for steady smoking. Light up a Camel and get a ~·lift."

TEDIOUS STUDIES tend
to drag on the nerv~ ofte-n
penalizing digestion. But
Camels help in two specific
ways : You get a ''lift" in energy with a Camel. Again,
smoking Camels with -your
meals andafterwards helps digestion run along smoothly.
And Camels dott' t get on
your nerves or tire your
taste. Camels are mild!
\

"AFTER RIDING HERD from sunup.- to sWl-dow:a-, the --chuck-:wagon
-l ooks mighty good to me," says Fred
McDaniel (left and right). ••But rm
sure I wouldn't enjoy my •chuck' half
as much ·without the pleasure I get
from smoking Camels with my meals
and afterwards. After a good meal
and Camels lfeel plenty O.K. Camels
set me right! They're throat-easy,
and they never get on my nerves."

BUSY SECRETARY... I smoke
Camels-nothingelse!"says.Joselyn Libby." Camels put more fun
into eating and sm~g too-. So·
many girls feel the same way that
I do- so_ they smoke Camels.''

RADIO'S
NEW SMASH HIT!

''Jacll Oalde's College"
Irrepressible Jack Oakie at his
best .•. Also Benny Goodman's
"Swing" Band, Hollywood come·
dians and singing stal'S--aod special
college _a mateur talent! Every
Tuesday - 9 : 30 pin E. S. T .,
8:30 pm C. S. T .• 7:30 pm
M.S.T., 6:30 pm P. S.T .•
W ABC· Columbia
Network.

Allow
At first they called it "hairpin
mechanics, •• but now its a fuU.
fledged course foc Cornell Univer•
sity womeri. Eighteen years ago
it bad only six students, but now
the class has more than Iooand no men are allowed to enroll .
..Agricultural Engineering ro"
was begun as an experiment in
engineering and remains on the
curriculum to give co-eds self·
confidence and instruction in the
fundamentals
of
machines.

All feet off the ground

Aerialists

All_ player~ were
up m the atr when
the photographer snapped ·this bit of
action in the Springfield-St. Francis
game in Madison Square Garden.
Springfield won, 35 to 18.
Acme
~

J\l..etwor~ band will feature his song
Syracuse University senior ball dancers gave topranking to Richmond Gale's Why Did I Believe m
You? and nqw he's to get the break most young songwriters pray for:
Hal Kemp will feature his so·ng on an early program.

Songster

'They welcome Purdue journalists and their guests
P~blicityman T. R. Johnston, w

Rassle Reception

Dtrector Helen B. &hleman and
President Frank Hockema glad-hand the students arriving for Sigma
.. Riveters' Rassle" at the &ilermaker school.
CoLLEGIATE DIGEST Photo by

Trial

When a University of
Cali·
fornian feminine columnist came out
for pipe smoking for her sex, these
underclass women decided to give
it a try. The photographer left
before the first pipeful had been
smoked.
Wide World

California Daily

Intem_ational

Plumbers better not forget their wrenches in the future
. or Mrs. Housewife will buy her own equipment and put the plumbing system in order
herself. Here students take down all the pipes, put them together again.

Hereafter mechanics will have to

~now

their business

This group is learning all there is to know about what makes a car go. They do
everything from greasing the chassis and changing a tire to taking the motor apart.

'They led the grand march

Royalty

Y_ernice Holland, Alpha Delta
Pt, and·Charles Herrington, Sigma
Phi Epsilon, led the grand march for the annual
Nahheeyahli mid-winter formal dances at the
University of Tennessee. Kay Kyser provided the
mustc.

Vacuum cleaners lose all their .mysteries
~rof. Robb (right) tells Barbara MacLeod the fine points concerning what goes on inside the rug cleanino rna·
chmes. Prof. F. B. Wright, assistant in the course, is at the left.
·
o

Blind Wrestler
It's catch-as-catch-can for plucky
Robert Allman (left), blind University
of Pennsylvania wrestler, for he must
use the touch system in his matches.

Pumps are important household machines, too .'
So the co-~ds .learn how to take them apart, see what makes them tick, and put them back together again so
that they wdl ttc-k pr-operly.
c OLLEGIATE n.:.
Photos rU'ODl Bcttr foot('
v"'EST

PAGE readers .
SPORTS
may think that it's all
sports and no play for those
who attend· the Dartmouth
College Winter Carnivals, '
but that wasn't so this
year, for the D.ntt 'th
Outing Club plannt; · of
the 27th annual snow f,, ·
val arranged mat.y ..N~...Ial
events and considerable
entertainment for the 1,037
feminine guests (more than
ever before) who took over
the 22 fraternity houses
for the week-end (members
must room elsewhere, often
out of town when they
speak for rooms too late).
There were big-time or..
chestras for big.. time par..
ties, skiing exhibitions by
foreign experts, stude':lts
from Swiss and Canadtan
Unusual
universities, and any num..
ber of winter sports con- . . . is this
tests-besides actual par- photo of a sharp
ticipation in all manner of turn being made
winter sports. CoLLEGIATE on the Dartmouth
DIGl!ST here devotes all too slalom course.
inadequate a space for highl"fr~t and sidelight photos
01 . artmouth as showman~
sr rtsman and host.

First snow . . . first crown
Alabama's Florence Allan had never seen
snow before her arrival in Hanover, N.H., for
the Cirnival. She won the Carnival queenship
over 24 rivals
Acme

Sch·mffier of Amher ·t soars high
the crowd in
pis · y for the ski. ) qg honors fi,
nally 11on by McGill
University's R. Johannsen. WiJe WoriJ

.

. al

~

the starter s slgn
.
ets all set for
his start in the
A charnpwn_ kg Durrance gets all se~ fogrr eat winning score
,
uth, s Dlc
dd points to tue
-

Cr )Wd,topper

.

- -:.. .

.

Horse,and,sl{i racing was popular
. and Dartmouth's W. Bryn and .1. Francinet .
won the speedy skirjoring contes · •

Dartroo
h. h he won to a
h . ter sportsmen.
slalom race, w tcd b the Dartroout wm
totalle i'f
'
.

Wide World

Carnivalites scorned cars
. and took to sleigh-riding for their first trip through _the
streets of Hanover, leading U. S. college wmter carmval.
city.

Crowds ·
Jammed streets

/

Spills are part of the game
. gue.Sts who took up skiing found by
actual experience on Dartmouth's many
Wide World
ski courses.

Relaxation and tal~ before a fire
. . . was most welcome after a long day on the ski trails. This
group is in the shelter built in front of Robinson Hall.
Wide World

Carnival crowds paraded at night
On their way to see Winter Tempo they almost crowded

~he band off the street.

-'There, s no dozing off in this room

1t
When Bill King crams for his exams at Emory
ers UniversitY he prepares for long study sessions;
Jhe0borrows
at least half a dozen clocks, then
alarms
~their

to go off fifteen minutes apart so he'll not doze too long should
he fall asleep over his books.
Acme
JUDGE, · MY UNCLE SEN1' ME A
CALABASH PIPE, .JUST LIKE '10URS.
AI FIRST 1 ""fl40UGHT IT WAS A

"THE '\VHAT'OF A CALABAS.._.

SAXOPHONE AND LOOKED FOR
AN tNSTRLienON BOOK WIIH
II-IE SIX EASY LESSONS. :ruST
'WHAT AND WHY
IS A CALABA.S~?

New

PIPE IS A 80\N'I.. OF "lHE AFRICAN
BOTTLE GO..JRD Will-I A MEE~
OR PORCELAIN INNER BOWL
AND AN AMBER STEM

president (above) . . . and daughter (right .above)

Installation

Dr. !fenry Merritt Wriston, f?r

I I years
pres1dent of Lawrence College, 1s shown as
le marched in the procession that lead to ceremonies that inducted
;rim as Brown University's nth president. His daughter, Barbara,
m Ober~ College student, is above, at the right.
Pictures, Inc.

WHAT YOU WANT IN A PIPE TOBACCO
IS WHAT YOU GET IN PRINCE.ALSERT:
'CRIMP CUT1TO PACK RJGHT ANI> SMOKE
COOl. 'BITE' REMOVED-NO HARSHNESS
GN TONGUE OR THROAT. THERE~ REAL
PIPE-JOY, FRIEND!

(}1/ROFFER
. ;
PRINCE ALBERT
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of
Prince Albert. If you don't find it the
mellowest, taatieat pipe tobacco · you
ever am'oked, return the pocket tin with
the rest of the tobacco in it to us at any
time within a month from tbia date, and
we will refund full purchase price, plua
poatage. (Signed) R. J. Reynolds T~
bacco Company, Winaton-Salem, N. C.

Wrestlers~

timers wrestle with cloc~s

-

~lockmen Th~ ti~ers' table _at t~e r~cent _Kent State
.

Umvers1ty vs. UntverSity of Ch1cago wresg meet performed a most important activity for it was an imortant match for ooth teams. Kent won its 24th straight interolleg~ate match, 19 to II.

oer

P6rfect P~<~t~nt

Dentists

/

This oe

,

tal
pa,
tient never bites or howls
when it is used for practice
by University of Michigan
dental students, Dr. R. V.
Levette maintains.
Wide World

Gr1.·n

M e e t i n -.g

place of all
Wesleyan
University
{Middletown, Conn.)
students is the finely
appointed and serviced
gr 11 in Downey House,
under,graduate so cia 1
center.

Tutor

""Hit hard and hit often," sq.ys Coach Manassa Mauler

Prizefighter turned .restaurateur turned . teacher-is the car.eer ~ecord of
Dempsey, who has JUSt been n~med boxmg coach at the Umverstty of Mia
He's shown here giving Andy Csaky a few pointers in preparation for a tough schedule
. ~n terco legiate matches. ,

beat

' Tb music must move a
Andante. e h the midd e passage.

js

quickened

Crescendo! ~ . Racbed and the
when the 6~ 1dcc~g rhythm.
room is filled Wlth

little faster throug
1
Without resorting to temperament or histrionics, Director.
Dasch has built Northwestern University's symphonyorches~ mto
of the finest student,faculcy musical gr;oups in the U.S. W1th torc:et\1•1
leadership and careful organization he brings hi~ groups to

